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WEATHER FORECAST
Rain or Snow n North Portion
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WE PRINT THE NEWS
If You Read It
In The Optlo, It' So

EAST LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO, WEDNESDAY, APRIL 5. 191 1

CITY EDITION

TO DRAPE NUDE FIGURES
the prohibition law. Mr. Graham was
Harrisburg, Pa., ApriL. 5. George
elected mayor four years ago, but was
Gray Barnard, the sculptor who
defeated for"
two years
"
wrought the beautiful statue for the
ago.
front of the state capitol, was very
The socialist candidate, for mayor
TO
much in earnest when, he said some
of Winfield was defeated by 500 ma
months ago that the nude figures
in
H.
P.
but
Girard, Kan.,
jority,
would be draped. A letter ha been re
Houghton, who .headed the socialist
TO
ceived from Mr. Barnard, written at
and labor ticket was elected by a
Santa, Pietra. Italy. In which he says
plurality of 61. Fred D. Warren, edthat it was not his Intention to have
itor of The Appeal to Reason, was
ABSENCE OF ANY DIRECT CLEWS the
EMPIRE
FACING
groups erected at the capitol as THE COLLEGE PROFESSOR FAIL AMBITION OF REBEL8 JUST NOW TAFT URGES EARLY ACTION ON defeated for a place on the board ot MIKADO'S
"
IN ROGERS KIDNAPING DISshown In the Paris eolon.
AGREEMENT
IS TO RETAKE CASAS
RECIPROCITY
ED TO RUN WELL WITH THE
education.
GRAVE
DECLARES
CRISIS
COURAGING
was elected mayvnf
WITH CANADA
GRANDES
. Mbert Doege
TWICE MAYOR
FRENCH SCHOLAR
over
Lavenworth
F. W- - Wlllard bv
FORGERS SENT TO PEN
a majority of 2,000. The Issues were
Durango, Colo.. April 5. Two men, PLURALITY 25,000 TO 30,000 WOULD FREE THE PRISONERS GIYES REASONS FOR PACT
MAY EVER REMAIN MYSTERY
local.
The city is under the com- HAS BUT ONEALTERNATIYE
who say they are brothers, and giv
mission
form of government.
names'
and
as
Robert
ing their
A WEEK SINCE THE ABDUCTION
N JAIL THERE ARE MANY
To his refusal to permit dancing INTERNATIONAL
DECLARES IT WILL STIMULATE
CONCILIATION
George- Long, and their ages as 38 VOTE WAS ONE OF THE HEAVI
on a newly paved street when a cele
EST EVER POLLED IN
and 34 years,' respectively, pleaded
FINDS INVESTIGATION AT
INCLUDING SEVENCOMMERCE AND, PROMOTE
IN NOT DISTANT FUTURE
bration was planned here test sum
guilty before Judge Pike here to
WINDY CITY
STANDSTILL
FRIENDLY RELATIONS
TEEN AMERICANS
INEVITABLE
mer Is attributed the defeat of J.
forging and passing six checks for
Newbold for
as mayor of
small amounts on Duranco merchants
THE FAMILY
L
last Saturday; and were sentenced to SOCIALISM IS REPUDIATED MADERO IS AWAITING ENYOYS DEMANDED DY THE MASSES Wellington. The campaign against THE FOLLY OF ARMAMENTS
Newbold was made on the ground
the state penitentiary for terms of
that he was narrow in his views.
to
five
from
each.
three
years
N
CANDIDATES
THE
MILWAUKEE
HE IS AT RANCHERO BUST-ILLOEVEN THEY SHARE OPINION
OUT OF DEFERENCE TO AMERI
OF
OF
IMPLE
Mrs. Sara Scovell, socialist, was MANUFACTURERS
OF THIS PARTY WERE
TO MEET FATHER AND
MOUNTED POLICE AS TO ULCAN PEOPLE RATIFICATION
MENTS
defeated
for
WAR
OF
WORKING
ON
mayor
overwhelmingly
TURNS DOWN SUFFRAGE
DEFEATED
BROTHER
TIMATE OUTCOME
SHOULD FOLLOW
of Galena.
PATRIOTISM OF PEOPLE
Boston, .April 5. The Massachu
setts house of representatives reject
Chicago, April 5. Carter H. Harri
5.
El Paso, Tex., April
At midnight one week will have
Charles
Washington, April 5. President
San Francisco. April 5. Peace
TO TRY COX CASES
ed the bill granting suffrage to women
of
was
elected
Richards
and
one
mayor
Jewell
democrat,
Taft
a
son,
Williams,
is beginning to make some
today transmitted to the special
propaganda
elapsed since little Waldo Rogers was by a vote of 161 to 69 not to substl
an5.
Cincinnati, April
Judge Hunt
this city yesterday over Charles E. mac hinist for the Mexican Central and session of the
congress nounces that
In
progress
according to Baron
Japan,
Dickson
William
kidnaped from the home of his par- tute Such a bill for the adverse re
Judge
the
other
action
a
his
months'
first
early
message,
urging
completing
d'Estournelles
of
just
de
and
Constant, the disprofessor
has been designated to hear both of
ents. Trained man hunters, detec- port of the committee on constitution Merriam, republican
service with the lnsurrecto army, ar on the reciprocity agreement with
scholar who has
French
tinguished
vote
the
amendmentsLast
of
in
al
the
indictcases
Cox
the
the
year
University
political economy
perjury
tives schooled In the ferreting out of
rived here today with the news that Canada. He stated that he based his
been advocating the cause of interna
a similar bill was 148 to 47,
of
a
ment
of
the
matter
against
and
of
a
from
25,000
change
Chicago, by
plurality
the insurrectos have no present in message In deference to popular sen
crime, mounted police officers; all
tional conciliation during an extended
to 30,000. The vote was one of the tention of attacking Chihuahua City. timent and as a duty to the great venue to 'Clermont county.
have been unable to penetrate the tistour of this country.
heaviest ever polled in the Windy City Their ambition, according to Williams, mass of the American people.
abwoven
about
the
"One of our objects," he said In a
sue of mystery
and totaled nearly 380,000. Harrison, is to recapture Casas Grandes and
PAY
THOUSANDS
mes
the
"This
says
agreement,"
here last night, "is to establish
speech
duction by its infamous perpetra
who has twice been mayor of Chicago, liberate the rebel
prisoners, Including sage, "was the consummation of an SOUTH SWEPT BY
in all countries so as to
connections
tors.
made his campaign on personal liber- seventeen Americans, taken in the re earnest effort extending over a period
obtain acceptance for our ideas under
"In all my experience," said Captain
gas and individual ability cent engagement near there. The insur of nearly a year, on the part of both
TRIBUTE TO DEAD ty,
the
of the most eminent men.
of the candidates. Merriam had pro rectos realize their force of not more
TERRIFIC STORM Japanauspices
Fred Fbrnoff of the mounted police,
governments, to effect a trade arrangeIn the throes of a serious
is
hibition leanings and favored a gen than fifteen hundred men, with no ment which, supplementing as it did,
this morning, "I have never run into
crisis. No one has a greater admira
in city affairs. He had
FACTORY FIRE VICTIMS IN NEW eral c':ean-uartillery, has no chance against the the amicable settlement of various
man ourselves ior we
tion
so baffling a mystery. We have been
served two terms i.s alderman and fully equipped and larger force garri- questions of a diplomatic and political
YORK HONORED BY MEINTERRUPTED, CROPS plece9 created by her artists, the he- constantly at work since last Friday
had Instituted several reforms. Alder soning Chihuahua. It is reported also character that had been reached,
i
MORIAL PARADE
uAMAUfeu minu1
role bravery or ner people ana ner
nt
night and have not yet secured suffiman Kenna ("Hinky Dink") and Al General Eguialis and the Casas Gran would mutually promote commerce
moral aspirations. But at the
INUNDATED
high
cient evidence to lead me to believe
derman Coughlin (Bath House John) des garrison have been ordered to and strengthen the friendly relations
idle
time her futrue inspires nn- 5.
occur.
But
labor
New
will
York, April
Ninety,
that an early arrest
will continue to sit as municipal col proceed to Chihuahua. This report, now existing. When the. full text of
Louisville. Ky.. April 5. A record easiness In us and others. She might
we will stay on the job and hope unions with a membership of a quar ons.
These notorius uaeimen were however, may be meant merely to mis- the agreement, with the data explain-in- e rainfall and
million
ter
a
tribute
Oiigh winds that swept exercise a magnificent moral and civ
of
today paid
eventually to be successful. There is
tleried bv large majorities.
lead the enemy. Madero Is at Ran- both Its purpose and scope became the extreme South yesterday and last ilizing Influence not only in the far
to
of
the
victims
of
the
ever
the
memory
the
may
a possibility
kidnapers
chero Bustillos, where he probably known to the people, It was immediate night have Interrupted train and tele- east but In the world. Will she sive
Washington Place fire; by parading
be captured."
will receive his father and brother ly aDoarent that the ripened fruits graph service and left a trail of dam up this ambition to follow the same
Socialists
Repudiated
n
through the streets of lower Man
It is reported today that two
to
Comple4
discuss the peace plans.
of the careful labors of the commis age to growing crops. At Mobile the course, mistaken course, as modern
5.
Wis.,
Milwaukee,
April
same
the
time
the
At
city,
detectives have been engaged hattan.
had met with widespread
sioners
rainfall vat the heaviest since June, Europe? Will she disdain the glory of
show
bod-election
of
fleures
yesterday's
with simple services, buried the
been- - 1900.
Hundreds of persons living uDltftin tho Aslatio mind and making
This approval had
by Judge Henry L. Waldo, grandfathin that in the main contest, that for the
17 unidentified victims
of
fruther considera- in tho river part oi the Gulf City wre It an exaaiplo 6f progrcss; will she
er of the' kidnaped boy, to work on
the
strengthencd
by
candi
socialist
the
Brooklyn.
circuit
Judgeship,
Many
KOHLSAAt TELLS OF tion of the terms of the agreement in marooned by high water. Shipping sacrifice her noble mission as a guide
cemetery,
the case. The men are said to have Evergreen
factories In the city closed today be date, John C. Klelst, was beaten by
received to the paltry ambition of becoming a
actively
have
and
all their particulars. The volume of at Gulfport and Dunbar
arrived las. night
cause their employes decided to take Judge L. M. Halney, the
shows some damage. In central and south- military nation? The laurels gather
developed
has
which
support
work.
The
their
14,011.
begun
candidate by a majority of
SLUSHFUND SOURCE it's broadly national scope is luiiy ern Alabama crops were destroyed. ed by Napoleon have already cost
part in the parade.
The officers have made a thorough
socialist candidates were beaten nearFrance dear enough and are they to
appreciated and is responsive to the
school
investigation. Every clew, no matter
in
ly two to one for places on the
Coal Mines Flooded
HERO FUND FOR SWEDEN
constrained
am
I
disturb the tranquility of Americans,
will.
to
"
popular
how insignificant, has been traced
an board.
PUBLISHER LEARNED deference to popular sentiment ana
CHICAGO
Stockhold. April 5 It was
Mlddleesboro, Ky., April 5. The Germans and Japanese? The future
was
be
It
times
its source. Several
estimated at a will belong only to those who can
nounced today that Andrew Carnegie
TRUST
OF IT THROUGH
with a realizing sense of my duty to storm did damage
and the hold out
lieved that the identity of the kid- hfvs donated $230,000 for a hero fund
MIddlesboro
In
dollars
million
"Wet"
whose
Votes
our
of
Colorado Springs
people
against such feverish desires
COMPANY OFFICIAL
the great mass
few
All
last
night.
Yellow
Creek
napers would be learned within a
valley
Sweden.
on
can give up the idea of domfor
and
who
to
you
the
for
urge
5.
ia
Involved,
welfare
Principally
Denver, April
as the
overflowed
have
hours. It seemed that the one weak
streams
the
while at the same time
action
others
and early
inating
beueLit of the thirsty tourist who de
mysSpringfield Ills., April o. H. II earnest consideration
result of a cloudburst. Half the town dominating themselves. Wars of con
spot in the almost Impregnable
NO ELECTION YET
in
something Kohlsaat, publisher of the Chicago on this agreement."
sires to slake his thirst
men
of Mlddleboro Is under water. The
Is dead
tery cast about the affair by the
Denver. April 5. There was no
The message was this afternoon ponl mines wre flooded and 7,000 quest belong to an age that
than water, after a day spent Reecord-Hraltold the state
been
stronger
had
today
it
executed
and
sena
not al
of today's
who planned
will
as
a
and
the
was
listened
result
election
and
people
It
gone,
arin sightseeing, Colorado Springs yes- bribery investigating committee that read in both houses.
miners thrown out of employment.
discovered and the detection and
to
revived.
be
ballot.
referred
to
low
torial
it
and
on
'
attiude
prohi Clarence S. Funk, general manager to without applause
terday reversed it's
rest of the gang would occur with lit"Unfortunately Europeans only see
and toy a majority of 932 fav of the International Harvester com the appropriate committees.
bition
officers
the
time
each,
But
tle delay.
surface of things in Japan, and
the
the
took
adop
up
him
The house then
no
ored the plan for restrlctea liquor pany was the man- who informed
GALE
were disappointed. They made
UNPARALLELED
same
is true of Europe as seen by
gener
the
had
HAMMOND
limiting
of
new
the
rules,
fund
HAYS
$100,000,
the
larger
"slush"
of
a
Established
clubs,
tion
that
to JOHN
selling.
dividprogress. Now they are willing
the
Japanese. The Matter think they
hotels and drug stores only will be been put uo to elect William Lori al debate to four hours, equally
udmlt that they are discouraged It
also
seen everything and they can
rules
released
have
The
MERCK
vote.
a
a
been
had
its
He
senator.
Under
mer
hfor
HAS CITVAT
WINS POINT IN SUIT oiinweii ia handleareliquor.
hurt their professional pride to do so,
of
set
an
fur
substitute
one
opinion of everything in Eufrom
Funk
maintaining
bar
give
Mr.
for
only
saloons
permanently
by
provide
charter,
but they have left no stone unturned,
Dy
when
was
measure
they have paid the custom
rope
opposed
rules. The
The fight on the liquor ques ther silence.
red.
WITH
no path leading toward the detection
INTERFERED
and
stand
BUSINESS
to
the
the great cannon rec
for
the
took
visit
then
Mr.
his
who
Funk
ary
the
in
pleaded
PRODUCE
TO
most
bitter
the insurgents
do DOES NOT HAVE
tion was the
DIFof the criminals unraveled. They
with
had
but
FIND
and Eseen. They
he
Creuset
tories at
vote told of a conversation
AND PEDESTRIANS
will
privilege of separate amendments,
tory of the city. The feminine
LETTERS IN $1,500,000 DAM.
not know what their next step
after
must
deal more by tak
a
S.
Hines
would
shortly
learn
amendments
great
Edward
WALKING
is
IN
FICULTY
was large and the "wet" victory
they were told their
AGE CASE
be. But they are dogged, persistent
"Hines stated be included in the proposed republi- our country districts
election.
at
look
a
woLorimer's
ing
fact
to
many
the
ascribed largely
men and have not yet given up the
our national life is in process
to me without any preliminary," said pun mihRtitute. The rules provide for
men voted against prohibition.
One of the most terrilfic. wind where
5.
John
Hays
Lorimer
we
chase.
Washington, April
In any case
put
instead
elaboration.
Mr.
"well,
slow
Funk,
of
committees
and
of
the
"wets'
thn election
The fight between the
In the history of San Miguel
engistorms
ao
10
t th meantime the criminals are- Hammond millionairei mining
us
cost
it
iuu,uuu
but
Japan Is considered, rightly or wrong
of their appointment by the speaker.
il "drys" in the state at large establish-op- over,
the posses- neer, recently appointeai as bpuu
howled through the
to act quickly so it betoday
county
had
We
so.
enjoying their liberty and
abolished.
were
ly, as hostile to peace propaganda and
close elections,
siv old committees
ambassador of the United States to ed a record for
came necessary for us to put up the
a streets of Las Vegas and swept the as a more or less distant danger to
in f the J12.000 pawbeininransom"'
orily
session
Bur
in
was
in
senate
The
hiding in the coronation of King George, has ponents of prohibition winning
.Mid. They may
money. Nqw we are seeing some of
"mark time un farms and ranches in the surround- peace. For this reason we have asked
left the city won the nrst rouna m urn "5"- lington, Las Animas and Colorado City our friends to get It fixed up. He few minutes. It will
never
having
Las Vegas,
of our distinguished friend and corres-Aim- .
does
something.
ing country. Driving huge clouds
to til the house
of their plot. with Daniel J. Sully the New York by but one or two votes.
wanted
issue
understand
successful
to
they
me
the
to set down, his
gave
Mr. Mivaoka
since
- dust and sand before it the wind
I asked him why
n.
evinced their quarry may be- Cotton King," who is suing Ham
be reimbursed.
and with
all
in
sincerity
impressions
in the pos- mond for $1,500,000 damages.
swooped down from the northwest.
he came to us and he said you are WOMEN OF WICHITA
In easy reacH and still be
out
undue
optimism.
Hammond has prevented examina COAL LAND CASES
in Las Vegas signs were blown down,
as interested as any one in having
session of no dew as to their identity,
"His reports show that while Japan
for tion bv Sully of his letters and con
at
man
Washing
a
of
baffling
more
limbs were torn from the trees and
kind
'the
th
the
case
right
makes
is a long way from being won over
tracts for sale of the new cotton gin
FOES 0FS0CIAL1SM several windows were broken by the to
ton.' I told him we would have
COURT
SUPREME
TO
the cause of international arbitrathen-said
ior
in the of W. D. Doremus, negotiating
blasts. The telephone, telegraph and
nothing to do With It. He
The officers assert they are
an
to
her people are nevertheless
natent
tion,
nf
and
rights
the
did
.oiQ
to
big people
today. tUV
electric light companies, however,
information
he could only go
possession of no
to realize that this cause is
Pro
ANARCHIST
NEAR
from each of CANDIDATES OF
are no new Eng'lish syndicate for $16,000,000.
not suffer any great amount of dam
GOVERNMENT AGREES TO QUASH wanted to get $10,000
The Rogers say there
national and patriotic.
in
over
to
correspondence
it
think
the
me
of
duction
PARTY SNOWED UNDER
the ten. He told
age although linemen were kept in
Aovfiionmenta in the case.
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men see that the highavoided
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court
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th9
"
make
Edward
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are grow
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repairs
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state is to avoid
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of
set
to
toy chauvinism.
a
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ruling
the
traps
ing ,..,
to
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told
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according
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whom
to
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Wichita. Kan., April 5. Socialism any time.
kidnapers. Knowing it
understands that while pro
Wash-- , April 5. By agreeBarnard of the district supreme
Everyone
Seattle,
tice
wind
forerun
is
a
the
money."
the
ot
believed
name
It is
was decisively defeated here yesterwill be a blight upon the
court. .
per means must be taken to protect
Funk said he told Mr. McCormicK,
ment of counsel, the Indictments
not caugn..
H. Graham, an independ ner of a blizzard, the last dying spasm
are
when
J.
men
Ham
day
the
held
thai
if
Barnard
Har
International
Justice
city
the
the
country from attack, a govern-me- n
of
S.
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E.
with
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Siegley
rain
C.
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F. Munday,
candladte for mayor, was elected of the winter,
a against
ent
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conversa
the
papers
retain
ar demanding of the officers speedy
the
about
must also try to organize Inter
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may
them vester company
Arohie Shiels. charging
's predicted for
fthnoltue secrecy mainto Sully's suit ror cm
to contribute. over A. H. Blase, a socialist candi falling temperature
defense
refusal
his
of
nart
his
national
and
resuiL.
justice and the maintenance
tion,
tonight and tomorrow.
what has been or will be defamation of character.
with conspiracy to defraud the Unit Mr. McCormick said: "Good, I am date, by 1,500 majority.
which is an essential condiof
peace
was
extremely
the
Walking or driving
Four socialist candidates for com
Mr. Hammond is under subpoena oi ed States in the location of Alaska glad you turned him down promptly."
Internal
of
done W the officers is causing
tion
- were
prosperity. On this de, wat hero to gTOW.strong- the, district supreme coun. i s
.
missioner were defeated also by ma- unpleasant today and few peoplenoal lands, was quashed by United
of labor, agri
the
development
pends
busihad
kidThose who
the
jorities more decisive than that by on the streets.
his testimony before leaving the juris States Judge Cornelius H. HanfQra
commerce and out
er Public sentiment says
industries,
culture,
their
outdoors
and
them
got
caught
which Graham won. The independ ness calling
late yesterday and the defendants SON OF COLORADO'S
diction., :n :,' "
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napers must be speedilr
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An
candidates for commissioner won eyes and ears full of sand and many
ent
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appeal
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v
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i
kind.
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f
novelty-oplaythe
trt the Hunreme court. The court pro
.DEMOCRATS IN NO HURRY
by leads ranging from .1,500 to 3,000. of them enoyed
...ii i
"To such reasonable men we subGOVERNOR IS DEAD The defeat of the socialist nomi ing tag with their hats," which In
5. Following a ceedlngs were merely Informal.
'
April
Washington.
a reasonable and disinterested
mit
.rrr Trt ALMSHOUSE
which
democratic members
nees Is attributed largely to the vote variably rolled Into the streets;
of 10 meeting of the
There are qthers who ?o
bride
5.- -A
scheme.
efforts
the
to
due
and
were seas of mud,
New York, April
committee on' ways
house
5. George Shafroth, of the women, who, In spite of a
the
of
April
FORUM
Denver,
Klttrell.
PEACE
HEADS
about
counteracting our Influence, into keep
TAFT
here from
went to the polls in large num of the driver of the sprinkler
means today, Chairman Underwood
5. President the third son of Governor John fl. rain,
the general state of unrest
the
April
of
creasing
Washington,
' of bers. ,. ..: ,
no tariff
down the dust. The velocity
expressed the, belief that
presi-- Shafroth, died here this morning
the
an
honorary
miles
has
accepted
at
Taft
estimated
wind
is
fifty
7k Ttr
or method of procedure
Tho new mayor and commissioners
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on Page Four!
of the International
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(Continued
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for
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UNCLE SAM RUNS
A

SCHOOL BY
MAIL

NATIONAL
BY

GUARD

INSTRUCTION

LETTER LATEST

IN MILI-

TARY SCIENCE

of

..

1

cavalry, one signal corps company, an
ambulance company and a field hos
pital force. The troops will be dlvided into two forces and pitted against
each other.
Several weeks prior to the maneu
vers a preliminary encampment for
officers only will be held. The na
tional guard will receive at this en
campment instruction from regular
officers. It will be a sort of dress rehearsal for the big Bhow. When that
comes the regular officers will leave
the national officers to shift for them
selves and will merely sit back and
look on.
"The Massachusetts officers have
taken hold of their work with the
greatest enthusiasm," said Captain
Hanna. "They nave etudied the various problems I have given them in
the most earnest manner. That the
national guard officers of other states
will do the same when we have got
this system developed I fell confi'
dent."
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I

What's Right
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1DDING

i

. war

to Wear for

1

Easter

MARRIAGE OF CECILIA MAY AND
ROBERT L. BACON, JR., ABOUT
TO TAKE PLACE

5. Cardinal
Washington,
April
Washington, April 5. One of the
Women Who Have Already Visited Our Store Have
Gibbons has granted a special dismost novel schemes ever conceived by
to
Found Authoritative Answers in Our Asabout
for
the
marriage
pensation
the government ia a correspondence
and
take place of Miss Cecelia May
semblage of New Spring Goods
school for national, guard officers.
L. Bacon, Jr., son of the amRobert
That a man can be taught by mail to
bassador to France- - The bride-elefight sounds absurd, but the war deis a Roman Catholic and was much
Ready-to-wea- r,
dress fabrics, millinery even the'
partment ia proving that it can be
averse to a Lenten marriage, but as
hand bags and so on redone and In a little while the system
as
little
neckwear,
things
Mr. Bacon's parents are obliged to
flect with precision the latest Fashion-dictateprobably will be extended to the en
return to Paris by Easter, it was
tire national guard of the country. The
deemed necessary to have the wed
But though new there are no fads among them. In
first ' results of the experiments will
take place without delay. The
ding
selection of our stock we cater to the woman who
the
of
be shown in the annual maneuvers
difficulty was solved by the courteous
appreciates the exclusive and the elegant combined
the Massachusetts national guard next
act of Cardinal Gibbons in granting
with newness.
August, when a number of regular of
a special dispensation. Society is very
ficers will be on band to act as in
much interested In the wedding.
These are such things as will proclaim you well
spectors, Instructors and umpires.
Miss May is the youngest daughter
dressed on Easter parade and will yet serve you well
The working out of the new scheme
of Colonel and "Mrs. Henry H. May,
through the season.
Is in the hands of Captain Matthew
TO RETURN EAST the latter formerly a Miss Coleman of
E. Hanna, secretary to the general
She has lived all
San Francisco.
You can make no mistake in choosing your Easter
staff, who for several months has been
her life in Washington, where her
costume here even prices are attractive.
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setts national guard officers, sending
of
minent since the establishment
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the (District of Columbia. She made
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ture to the national guard officers on
since which time she has been promiPasadena, April 5. Notwithstand nent af many social functions here,
these problems. Anything looking tohis physician. Dr. and in London and Paris.
ward the development of the national ing the fact that
him to prolong
advised
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Mattison,
Robert L. Bacon, Jr., was graduat
guard and bringing it into closer touch
his stay in Pasadena until weather ed from Harvard last June, and is
with the regular army finds special
Whether you wish' a sheer dainty creation of exmore settled In St. now attached to the state department
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ordered with a view to entering diplomacy
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Wall will
REUNION AT SHILOH FIELD
out by the war college. His corres- with their departure, Ivy
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Pittsburg Landing, Tenn., April 5.
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"The Blossoms" already has been Many war veterans reached here toclasses one for field officers, one for
closed, Mr. and Mrs. August Busch day to take part in a two days' celecompany officers and one fof
and their children left yesterday for bration of the anniversary of the Batmissioned officers. The field officers
St. Louis. Mrs. Faust has gone with tle of Shiloh. The reunion will begin
are handled direct by Captain Hanna. them. Her two children left in charge tomorrow at the scene of the his
Exclusive Millinery
To them he mails a new problem
of a maid, April 1.
toric conflict. The participants will
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Popular Prices
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every month usually a map problem
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Sheer, pretty effects with Dutch
more dressy effects.
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the
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World Will Lose Nothing When Present Kings
of Finance Leave Thrones to Their Progeny

New York, April 5. The world part of the life of the Morgan office.
Albuquerque, N. M., April 5. After
doubtless knows all that it needs to You can see the humblest bookkeeper
visiting the scene of the fatal acci- know of the
moneyed kings of today. smoking at his work; men come and
dent to Eugenlo Barela, the coroner's But it knows relatively' little of the go without restraint. There is none
jury empaneled to Inquire into the heirs apparent of these kings of fi- of the tension so often found in huge
causes of his death rendered a verdict nanceof the sons of the very rich financial institutions."
the effect of which was to place the who seem destined to step into the
Rogers Sticks to Business
shoes of their fathers. What may one
H. Rogers, son of the late execH.
blame for the accident equally on the
milexpect of the new generation of
head of the Standard Oil, has
utive
railroad company and the deceased.
lionaires? Will the younger sons folassumed
many of the responsibilities
The evidence at the hearing before low in the footsteps of their fathers,
of his father.
He graduated from
time-wor- n
three
of
will
or
the
adage
Justice McClellan all tended to show
eleven
about
years ago and
college
from shirt sleeves to shirt
that the approaches to the crossing generations
since then has made a reputation for
shirt sleeves be proved again?
where Barela was killed were of such
sticking to business. He is a .devotee
Here are some facts which have of tennis
would
be iinpossiand other outdoor sports.
ji character that it
about the newer gen He is now on the staff of Governor
ble for one coming up towards the been gathered
eration and which shows the various
track in the direction in which the directions toward which the energies John A. Dix, as military aide, and Is
first lieutenant of the Corps of Endeceased was going to see an ap
of gilded sonship are directed; of the
of the National Guard of New
gineers
the
distance
at
up
train
any
proaching
various pursuits of those born with York state-IMr.
Ba
track. It also appeared that
tool which
money, that sharp-edgethe galaxy of great fortunes few
rela had lived in the vicinity for many so often enables the possessor to cut
names are more conspicuous than
years, was accustomed to crossing the an easy way to fame, his way to forthat of Vanderbilt. William K. Jr., is
'tracks at that place and knew of the tune having already been made.
now 33 years of age. Yachts and au
nature of the crossing. These facts
It was one of the favorite dlctums tomobiles have occupied his idle time.
doubtless caused the Jury to render of the late Russell
that if you Several years ago he came home from
the verdict that they did. The ver- let a boy know thatSage
he is going to Paris,
bringing with him a racing
dict was as follows:
be rich when he grows up, in nine
known as the "White
, "We, the undersigned Justice of the cases out of ten he turns out worth machine
peace and Jury, who sat at toe In- lees- The axiom does not aem to Ghost." The Vanderbilt cup races,
he Instituted are too well
quest on the body ot Eugenlo P. Ba- contain any larger amount of truth which
known to describe. His love
for
rela, find that the deceased came to than do axioms In general. Undoubt
is further attested by his two
his death by being struck by the A. edly most of the sons of American speed
fast yachts, the Tarantula, which was
T. & S. F. Railroad company's train, magnates know that they will suca British torpedo boat, and
No. 7, on the 27th day of March, ceed to their fathers' fortunes, and formerly
Hard Boiled Egg, so named be
the
on
the very few of them have turned out In cause It couldn't
1911. We find negligence
be beaten. After
part of the deceased in not being accordance with the Sage formula. graduation the young Vanderbilt went
formore careful at the railroad crossing; The apparent heir to the greatest
to work like any
also censure the railroad company for tune accumulated in this country Is clerk, the only difference being that
not having wagon road up to grade John D. Rockefeller, Jr. He went he didn't have to. He is reputed to
over their right of way, and we recom-- J through college with the allowance be thoroughly familiar with the methmend the ditch bank be cut down to of a boy ot moderate circumstances. ods of finance.
level with the railroad company's He has worked at a clerk's desk at a
Cornelius Vanderbilt an Inventor
clerk's salary, and is reputed to know
roadbed.",
deminutest
Cornelius, third of the name and
the oil business in its
tail. It is not likely that he will grandson of the old Commodore, has
ROOSEVELT IN NORTHWEST
ever dissipate the fortune that his himself been Commodore of the New
York Yacht club. Like all the
Portland, Ore., April 5. Upon Ma father made.
he went to Yale and there
arrival in Portland this afternoon forWill Be a Power
Morgan
Younger
forhimself by his close apa
faced
Roosevelt
distinguished
President
mer
Another conspicuous example of plication to his studies. He showed
midable programme of public meeta decided taste for engineering, and
ings and receptions that promised him conservatism, is J. Pierpont Morgan,
share after leaving college he entered the
a
over
taken
large
has
He
his
Jr.
until
departmoments
leisure
few
Cenot
ure from the city at midnight A re- of the financial responsibilities can- machine shops of the New York locoa
time
tral
and
and
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patented
subsequently
elder
officials
the
Morgan
of
public
ception committee
will be motive which is now in extensive use
and representative business men was not be far distant when he
and on all of the Vanderbilt lines. He is
of
house
the
Morgan
of
head
the
station
on hand to greet him at the
,
jt..ni. - not now identified with any of the
and many of the hotels and business company, immediately airer grauuaiwork as a clerk in his old Vanderbilt interests, such as the
houses displayed flags and bunting In Ing he began
office. He obeyed the same New York Central and Lake Shore
father's
guest,
honor of the distinguished
rules laid down for the other clerks roads, but is a director in the Illinois
midleaving Portland shortly after
and displayed a great capacity for Central and the Delaware & Hudson.
will
night tonight Colonel Roosevelt
work. As soon as he had mas- He is also identified with the
hard
spend tomorrow afternoon in T acorn a tered the details of one department
company, the Audit Comand from that city he will proceed to he was shifted to another, and so on pany of New York, the Subway comSeattle.
Victor Chemical
the
throughout the many branches of the pany and
is a Works.
Here
institution.
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the Academy of Music in Brooklyn. deep into
one of the Northern, relegating the duties of
Gen. Thomas H. HubbaVd, president leaning casually against
remark- the office to his son. Of the son it
that
sit
where
desks
of the Peary Arctic Club, will preside many
as is related when he was 12 years of
known
financiers
of
able
group
will
be presand Rear Admiral Peary
be
He
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ent to receive the honorary member- the 'Morgan
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watchor
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Brooklyn Institute.
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man.
railroad
Not
a
a Morgan at
glance.
The young president of the Great
for jhe bigness of his bulk, but be
the
is credited with knowing
so
Northern
many ways
cause he Is in
embodiment of his father. He has the railroad business from the bottom
the Morgan eye that searches the up. After his college days he began
It may be coffee.
Morgan alertness and the Morgan work in his chosen field as laborer,
of movement. If a mes- with a construction gang. He next
nervousness
Try a cbanje to
hand him a paper went to the shops and subsequently
should
senger boy
he would read It at a glance and give to the operating department. Then he
an order In a monosyllable. With a became a clerk in the executive oflook or a nod he directs. The appar- fices. Gradually working his way up,
ent carelessness of his manner does he became the president of the Eastnot betoken Indifference. It Is simply ern Railroad of Minnesota, and then
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ANDREWS

Sons of Very Rich Trained to Take
Places of Fathers When They Die

National Avenue,
Near the Bridge

1212

APPROVAL
AT EX-

rrHIS

VICINITY has a climate of
unsorpaszed lealthful-J- t
nesa without extremes of heat or cold, havtnf
nearly 100
days of sunshine In the year.
The water supply is abundant and pure, furnished
by mountain streams or from wells of no
great depth.
The annual rainfall amounts to nearly nineteen
Inchei, average, occurring principally in July and August.
The soU Is highly fertile and easy of
working, being generally sandy loam especially retentive of moisture.
Lands here are lower In price than we know of
anywhere 1m
wnere conditions are equally good.
Crops are principally alfalfa, oat, wheat, potatoes, corn and
, forage.
Sugar beets promise to be profitable.
"Dry Farming," practiced scientifically, u proving to be sno.
cesaful here, a large area being under cultivation.
An irrigation system to cover many thousand acres surrounding the city Is now being constructed.
In the adjacent mountains are showMining development
ing up very promising values. Building stone of superior quality t
quarried nearby.
The Pecos National Forest, which is near, affords excellent
grazing for large numbers of cattle and horse at a nominal coct
Stock raising Is a profitable business.
A great natural pleasure ground abound!
in this National
Forest, with its grand scenery, Its trout streams and big game.
Beautiful mountain resorts wl thin easy access of the city are
open all the year for health or pleasure seekers.

TRA SESSION

had placed upon his shoulders the
management of the Great Northern.
Shortly after his ascension to that
post a neswpaper reporter asked him
what he regarded as the prime function of a great railroad. This was
during the period of railroad baiting
and it was expected that the question would elicit some defense.
"Get revenues," said Mr- Hill.
"And then?"
"Get more."

Washington, April 5. Delegate W.
H. Andrews immediately upon being

sworn in as a member of the
congress, yesterday, introduced in
the house a Joint resolution approving
He beNew Mexico's constitution.
lieves he can get it through the house
in short time. It probably will he
coupled with a similar resolution for
Arizona, and will cause a great fight
in the senate. Delegate Andrews believes he will get New Mexico through
Romance of the Younger Hill
the senate. Andrews secured a good
It was about a year after his gradu-atio- seat on the republican side next to
from Yale that the young man Congressman Andrus of New York,
figured In a romance, marrying Miss part owner of tie Baca location, west
Maude
Van Courtlandt Taylor, a of Santa Fe. Andrews is on the same
trained nurse, directly after her re- committees as at the last session.
covery from typhoid fever. It was
a typhoid patient
while attending
EDUCATIONAL CONFERENCE
that she was stricken. It almost cost
her life, but it won for her a husJacksonville, Fla., April 5. Probband, the younger master of 6,000 lems of agriculture
the
miles of railroad and hundreds of redirection of elementary and high
millions in money. .They live In St. school education,
sanitation and
Paul, In a $50,000 home, a wedding health, better and more productive
gift from the father to the son.
and profitable farming, and improveIncluded in the list of the youngef ment of the home and church will
generation who are making good is form the leading topics of discussion
feobert" WalteflitSoelet. One of
the
recent ventures was the erection of
WHY IT SUCCEEDS
the
in Madison avenue.
While recently abroad he attracted
much attention by his purchase of Because It's for One Thing Only, and
East Las Vegas People Apprethe famous Chateau de Sandricourt,
ciate This
together with its famous furniture of
Louis XV., Louis XVI. and the Empire.
Nothing can be good for everything.
There is no speculation as to who
Doing one thing well brings ' sucwill succeed James Stillman, former cess.
head of the National City Bank, as
Doan's Kidney Pills do one thing
It is certain that this will be James only.
The younger
A. Stillman, his eon.
They cure sick kidneys.
Stillman has been trained in business
They. cure backache, every kidney
since he graduated from Harvard ill.
with the class of 1896. He first served
Here is East Las Vegas evidence
as a clerk, then as assistant cashier. to
prove it.
A few years later he was elected as
Mrs. Andres Sena,, 1015 Sixth St.,
of the
a director and
"The
East Las Vegas, N, M., says:
bank. He is a member of many use
Doan's Kidney Pills in our
of
clubs, is a golf enthusiast and a lover house has demonstrated their
great
of the open air. He also has a record
value for relieving backache and othof
as a hunter
big game.
We procured
Until called back home by his er kidney disorders.
Center Block Pharthis
at
the
Hard-man- ,
remedy
Averell
father's illness, young
reson of the late E. H. Harrlman, macy and It brought such good
in
its
I
testified
sults
that
publicly
a
was carrying a chain in
surveying
I have
two
over
favor
ago.
years
in
Line
Short
on
the
Oregon
gang
Idaho. At the time he was receiv- personally recommended Doan's Kidto many of my friends since
ing a salary of $65 per month. After ney Pills
the death of his father he went into then."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
the operating department of the HarBuffalo
Co.,
rlman lines, and is now Identified cents. Foster-MilbuUnited
New
for
the
sole
York,
his
agents
which
interests
with the huge
States.
father built up.
Remember the name Doan'e and
take no other.
(Continued on Page Seven)
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Ritz-Carlto- n

vice-preside-

at the Conference for Education In
the South to be held here this month.
Every, southern state will be repre
sented at the conference. The most
of the cessions Will be devoted to dis
cussing the better adaptation of all

education and educational agencies of
the South to the needs of rural life
and conditions in this section of the
country
a Pincfy Use Allen's Foot-EasLadies can wear shoes one Blze
smaller after using Allen's Foot-Easthe antiseptic powder for the feet. It
makes tight or new shoes feel easy;
gives instant relief to corns and bunions. It's the greatest comfort discovery of the age. Relieves swollen
feet, blisters callous and sorespots.
It Is a certain relief for sweating,
tired, tender, aching feet. Always use
it to break in new shoes. Sold everywhere, 25c. Don't accept any substitute. For FREE trial package address
Allen S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.
In

e,

Foley Kidney PIIIb contain In concentrated form ingredients of estab-

lished therapeutic value for the relief
and cure of all kidney and bladder
ailments. Foley Kidney Pills are antiseptic, tonic and restorative. Refuse substitutes. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Co.
In cases of rheumatism relief from
pain makes sleep and rest possible.
This may be obtained by applying
Chamberlain's Liniment. For sale by
all druggists.

I

TO EXPLORE OCEAN WILDS
Iowa City, la., April 5. Today saw
the departure of the most Important
scientific expedition ever sent out by
the State University of Iowa. The expedition consist of a party of four.
headed by Prof. Homer D. DHL The
objective point Is the Laysan Island,
located 800 miles southhwest of the
Hawaiian group. The party will remain on the island three months col
lecting sclentiflo material relative to
tie study of bird life.
be'
will
The material secured
brought to the university, mounted and
assembled into a realistlo reproduction of cyclorama of the scene ot Laysan More than 400 mounted birds
will be used in the reproduction, with
countless others painted on the scenery forming the background. The undertaking Is believed to be the largest
and most Important of It kind ever
attempted by any American educational institution

w

The Sound Sleep of Good Health
Can not be over estimated and any
ailment that prevents It is a menace
to health. J. L. Southers, Eau Claire,
Wis., says: "I have been unable to
sleep soundly nights, because ot pains
across my back and soreness of my
kidneys. My appetite was very poor
and my general condition was much
run down. I have been taking Foley
Kidney Pills but a short time and now
sleep as Bound as a rock, my general
conditions is greatly Improved, and I
know that Foley Kidney Pills have
curod me." O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Co.
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or are your own cold? You eive It up
and go back to bed. Could" you get
the doctor If you needed him? You
strain to listen for more sneeze! or
for the restlessness that betrays', a
fever. No, there Isn't anything.
Once more the clock strikes one,
two, three. Only three. If It were
only. four morning would be near. You
are worn to a frazzle by this tlma
Jou know you never can get to Bleep
again, and the worst of It Is that you
don't dare thrash around as you would
like to. for fear you might wake up
your wife. Thank goodness she has
slept through all these terrors. You
start to counting, get to 47, and then
forget to go on in the strain, of listening for more noises- You are on the
verge of despair. Can it be that the
clock is striking again? Yes, seven,
and it's morning. You had dozed off,
after all.
Isn't morning great. And isn't the
hour from 2 to 3 the dismalest of all
,
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KUX DOWN KIDNAPERS
The bold and dastardly outrage perpetrated upon Mr. and Mrs. A. T.
Rogers, Jr., of this city, in the kidson,
naping of their
Waldo Rogers, at the point of a revolver, by a masked man, and
the forcing of a payment of
a ransom amounting to $12,000, to
secure the boy's return alive, calls attention to the crying need of a
more rigid and sterner enforcement
of the laws for the prevention and
punishment of crime in New Mexico.
The daring nature of the abduction
affords a striking instance of the
audacity of the criminals operating
in this territory. The case in point,
however, is the boldest in the criminal annals o the Southwest. Public
sentiment In Las Vegas and throughout the territory demands that ' the
kidnapers be run down and punished
to the limit of the law. If they are
allowed to escape and thus go unpunished, a premium wi'l be placed
on kidnaping.
sube-quentl- y

,
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AT TWO A. M.
Did you ever wake up at some unknown hour and listen for the clock
to strike and experience a great sense
of relief that it counted four Instead
of two. You knew then that things
would be stirring before long; that
the milk wagons would soon be going
past, and that you weren't to remain
the only person awake west of New
York.
It is Insisted that the first three
hours of sleep are the soundest of
all. However that may be, it certain,
ly Is a fact that if you get to sleep
at all you rarely awaken before 2
o'clock. Besides, the early part of
the night isn't particularly lonesome.
You know that people are getting
home from the theater and that up
to eay, 1 o'clock, the town is just
But when
settling down to sleep.
some noise, or what you ate at dinner, arouses you to hear the clock
strike two, you are overwhelmed by
the feeling of your own helplessness
and isolation- - Noboday else for miles
around, you feel quite sure, can be
awake for any good purpose.
The house is full of curious creaks
and groans. What is that strange
noise In the next room? It must be
the window shade flapping in the
Of course It must be.
wind.
Still, it might be somebody
moving ever so stealthily.
You lie perfectly quiet and listen,
straining your ear drums for some
peculiarity of the sound that will settle its character. Yes, It Is the window shade. But now comes a crash
from the kitchen a distinct crash ;
no trick of the Imagination. Did you
Jock the kitchen window before you
went to bed? You think you did, but
a haunting doubt comes over you.
'
Maybe It was the cat. But wasn't
the cat put down cellar? Possibly the
cellar door wasn't quite latched. The
cat irtirht have got back into the
kitchen., '
New one of the children sneezes
sneecs
repeatedly. He didn't seem
'
to have any cold when he went to
the
bed. Perhaps he las kicked
clothes off. You would better go see-Nhe is covered up. Why should
he have sneezed? Can he be coming down with pneumonia, or scarlet
fever, er something? x good, many
8e;ious.'disease
begin with" ft bad
cold.
Perhaps he Is feverlsli. Yon
feeJ .not
feel hia hands,, They.do
"
'
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THK SECRET OF
SUCCESS

It is the spineless man or woman,
the moral jellyfish, who winds up
with a life balance in red ink. It takes
'sand" and lots of it to score a real
success. Fifty per cent of the men
who engage in business sooner or
later face the bankruptcy court, and
even a greater percentage taking life
as a whole, end in moral receivership.
It takes "sand" to make'gjod in
the game of life. The ability to stick
at an apparently hopeless project until It is won is the difference between
mediocrity and genius. Caesar's rise
to power was a long continuous battle
with Obstacles which would nave
man at the becrushed
never
when ho was
knew
He
ginning.
beaten, and he climbed from ono
succcess to another until witn the
his grasp
mastery of the world-withihe fell under the daggers of friends
and
with
riche3
he had loaded
favors.
It is the Immemorial practice of
humanity to stone Its prophets and
benefactors. Every step forward in
civilization has been taken in tears
and blood. From crucifixion to edification is the way of humanity. Every
teacher and leader the world has
known has had to fight blighting
scorn and stinging ridicule: lias had
to battle with Ignorance and bigotry.
It is the story of man's brutal Inhumanity to man that makes history a
tragedy.
Not one of the great inventions
that have lifted man from savagery
to civilization from barbarism to culture, but has been won in the face
of peril. According to the bid Greeks.
Prometheus stole fire from Heaven
and gave it to man. His reward was
to be chained to the bleak peak of
the Caucasus where birds of prey
dismembered him. It Is typical of
discovery
practically every great
made in the conquest of the powers
of nature for man's advantage.
Practically every one of the world's
great Inventors has been a martyr,
misery the
sowing in strife and
seeds from which others reaped the
harvest. But It is a roll of honor,
a brilliant list of men who In the face
of apparently insurmountable obstacles, made good by grit, pluck and
persistence. They had the
"sand" of which heroes are made.
Demosthenes was the greatest orator the world has known, but when
he made his maiden speech he was
hooted and jeered until he fled in
confusion. But he had "sand" and
when next he addressed the Athenians
with the
he held them enthralled
magic of his eloquence. To persist
is in the long run to win.
The ordinary man bt woman takes
the easiest
way drifts with the
crowd. It takes "sand" to life oneself
out of the rut, but the prizes of life
are not found in the rut it is a pasture which has been grazed to the
roots. If you cuUivate the proper
amount of character "sand" you can
make of every failure a stepping
stone to success, of every error a
round in the ladder of attainment. And
it is a law which applies as well to
matrimony as to business. But first
nail up the gate to the easiest way.
n
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MODERN FEDERAL

BUILD-ING- S

building is the one conand
archaic structure : to
spicuous
,
greet the eye.
Before the days of steel and concrete construction the .only method
of securing solidity and dignity wa4
in the employment of colossal grari
ite blocks and cut stone. On top of
such edifices were the inevitable gilt
domes which were supposed to add
something of awe to the whole architectural conception. But the era of
modern construction has completely
eliminated the old fashioned method
of construction except in the. matter
of federal buildings.
The modern federal bulidnlg should
be modern in every way. It should be
In harmony with other metropolitan
structures and as a consequence it(
would be far less costly than government buildings are now. There is no
more reason why the government
should continue to erect granite and
heavy cut stone structures than that
the president and cabine should wear
powdered wigs and knee breeches.
postoffice

"You don't mind my smoking, do
you, ma'am?"
"No, sir, if you don't mind my
and
coughing, sneezing
showing
signs of disgust."
"O, I don't
mind that a bit.
Thanks." (Puff, pun.) Chicago Tribune.
'

.

.
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ABSORBLETS
h

"

Globe-Democra- t.

-

-

Tit-Bit-

n

An Intensely bashful young man
a
was driving one evening with
young lady whom he had been calling on for some time previous. The
stillness of the
evening and the
beauty, of the scene around him inspired his courage, and, sitting stiffly
erect and with his face forward, he
asked suddenly, "May I kiss you?"
"Surely," she coyly replied.
"Aw," he said, his face scarlet, and
larruping his horse to a run "aw, I
was only fooin'." Lippincott's.

The hotel guest had taken a kindbellly interest in the bright-faceboy who answered his summons so
promptly.
"What is your name, my boy?" he
Inquired.
"They call me Billiard Cue," replied the youth.
"Billiard Cue?" said the gentleman, with mingled surprise and curiosity. "And why is that?"
"Because I woik so much better
wid a goqd tip," answered the knight
of the corridor. Judge.
d

In suggesting that the smaller type

con-tinne-

-

The manager of a suburban music
hall was testing the abilities of sav-ercandidates for state honors, an l
this is how he let down one of the
would-bfunny men:
"I'm sorry, my boy, but your songs
won't do for me. I can't allow hp.v
profanity in my theater," he said, not
unkindly.
"But, my dear sir, I do not Ube
profanity," .replied the aspirant.
"No," asstnted the manager, "but
A hungry customer seated himself the audience would."
Metropolitan
restaurant 'Magazine.
at a table in a quick-luncand ordered a chicken pie. When It
arrived he raised the lid and sat
An old Scotch woman came up to
gazing at the contents intently for Loodon to visit her son. She was
a while. . Finally
the taken with a
he called
jumping tootache and
waiter.
upon the advice of her son visi'ed a
"Look here, Sam," he said, "what
dentist, who soon had the offending
did I order?"
molar flying in the air. With a sigh
"Chicken pie, sah."
relief the old lady climbed out o'
of
"And what have you brought me "
the chair and asked:
"Chicken pie, sah."
"How mooch?"
"Chicken pie, jou black rescal!"
"Ten shillings, ma'am," replied the
the customer replied. "Chicken pie?
dentist- Why, there's not a piece of chicken
"Tin shillings is it, yet robber"
In it, and never was."
screamed the woman. "Why, I'll ha'
"Dat's right, boss dey ain't no
ye know, Sandy MacPherson 'ud haul
chicEen In it."
me all aboot the
smithy for
"Then why do you call it chicken
St. Louis
pie? I never heard of such a
thing."
"Ever see the President?"
"Dat's all right, boss. Dey don't
"Yes; my experience is unique. I
have to be no chicken in a chicken
saw
him once in Louisville, once lr
pie. Dey ain't no dog in a dog bisand
Kansas
City, once In Pittsburg
cuit is dey?" Everybody's Magazine.
once in Philadelphia."
"Your experience is not so unique.
"You are evidently very fond of
I saw him once in Washington. '
books, sir,' said an old gentleman to
a young man In a tram car. "May I Kansas City Journal.
ask you what you consider the best
Tortile
"Dad, I want to ; marry
novelist of the day?"
I hope
wor;'t
Twinkletoesyou
"Jenkins, undoubtedly," said the
me for wanting to marry a
blame
man.
can
"There's
young
nobody
write like Jenkins. Why, sir, the cir- shorus girl."
"Not at all, my boy. I wanted to
culating libraries can't supply his noher myself when I wag about
marry
vels fast enough."
At thia moment another man enter- your age." Kansas City Journal.
ed the tram car and addressed the
Sunday School Teacher If you are
young man.
a
good boy, Willie, you will go to
said"How
"Hello, Jenkins!" he
heaven and have a gold crown on
are you today?"
your head.
Willie Not for mine, then, I had
A weather-beatedamsel sqmewhat
one
of them things put on a tooth
'over six feet in height and with a
once. Puck.
,
pair of shouldwers proportionately
broad appeared at a back door in WyMother My darling, it is bedtime.
oming and asked for light house- All
the chickens have gone to bed.
work. She said that her name was
Little
Philosopher Yes, mamma,
Lizzie, and explained that she had
Bosbeen ill with typhoid and was con- and so has the old brown hen.
ton Transcript.
valescing.
"Where did you come from, Liz"Why, Tommy," exclaimed the Sunzie?" inquired the woman of the
school teacher, "don't you say
day
house. "Where have you been?"
"I've been workin' out on Howell's your prayers every night before you
to bed?"
ranch," replied Lizzie, "diggln' post go
"Not any more," replied Tommy. "I
holes while I was gettin' my strength
uster when I slept In a folding bed,
back." Lipplncott's. though." Philadelphia Record.

An old country woman asked a
of government buildings to be built
in the. fujwe naN represent simplic- young lady the other day : "How long

ity of design and more sensible architecture, 'Secretary MacVeagh of
the; treasury: department has hit on
a popular idea. For years there has
been need of ' reform in the general
style of federal architecture as
by postofflces and other
federal buildings in small cities and
towns, but musty
.precedent has
stood in the way. The same style
of heavy classical construction that
was begun when the city of Washd
ington waa founded has been
In the smaller cities until in
almost every American. . town the

to- give his instruction, to the Jury.
The new justice seemed embarrassed.
Finally one of the lawyers whispered
to him that it was tlmt to charge the
jury.- Hewebstered TraelTiand 'Into
the front of jils coat, calhouned his
'
voice, and said:'1
'
Gent'm'n ob de jury, sence dis am
a putty small case, Ah'll an'y charge
yo' a dollah 'n' a half apiece."
Evrybody'g Magazine.

have you been learning the piano?"
"Two years," was the reply.
"My, what a time!" exclaimed the
old dame. "Our Jack got a gramophone, an' he could play it off the
first shot."
Tlt-Bits- .-

By some twist of the election an
old negro had been elected to office

of Justice of the peace In a little
backwoods district in Tennessee. His
first case happened to be one In which
the defendant asked for a trial by
Jury. When the testimony was all
In, the lawyers, waited for.f I' the- Judge
W

W,

,r-

jg,

tance.
The European governments
being saturated with orders and Parliamentary public opinion being uneasy, the makers of war materials
are now looking towards America and
Afiavery romh as guns used to be
sold "to the tribes In Central Africa.
Nowadays, however, everything comes
to be known and public opnion will
not fall to denounce such experts of
militarism. ' Take the case of our
friends, the Turks. They do not need
any battleships, but yet they have
been obliged to endanger their finances, their credit, and consequently
their safety to purchase second-hanGerman battleships. Will this be considered natural? Will not people naturally ask this simple question: Are
warships that are not good neough
for Germany good enough for Turkey?
Does she need them to keep order
within her frontiers or to beat off attacks by her neighbors. Would they
be sufficient to enable her to uphold
her pretentions in Crete against the
will of Europe? Will they not be superfluous to overawe the Greek fleet
and the inhabitants of the Interior?
"The Argentine Republic, Brazil and
Spain are falling over one another to
buy battleships, it appears, at the advice of the gentlemen who travel for
the makers of armaments; and Russia
is doing likewise, despite the douma.
Thlawill go on until they are stopped by the voice of the people, and
all this folly will die of its own excesses, of the absurdity of the consequences to which it leads, and finally by the progress of science, which
is rapidly tending to prove that most
of the aggressive expenditure we decorate with the name of patriotism
is a mere delusion so far as its utility Is concerned. When submarine
and aerial navigation have realized
the progress expected of them; when
wireless telegraphy and electric power
transmitted to great distances come
into general use, and when it is
proved that armored squadrons are
nothing more than a useless encumbrance, like the fortresses of the middle ages, then justice will be done
to those disinterested men who have
tried to serve their fellow citizens and
promote the peace of the world by
trying to moderate such ruinous in
dulgence. Their disdain for the interested attacks made upon them will
then be properly appreciated.
"In the meantime we are happy
to see such statesmen as Count Okuma
take our ideas into consideration."

Hawks' Cut Glass
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REPORTS

5.506.75; southern

steers

$4.75ft

7.10; southern cows and heifers $3.40
money
5.25; native cows and heifers $3fii

York, April 6. Call
per cent. Prime
per ecnt2
per cent.
mercantile paper
Mexican dollars 45. Amlagamated 62
Sugar 117 bid. Atchison 109
New
Great Northern, pfd. 127
Northern PaYork Central 106
South-17cific 125
Reading 155
pfd. 119.
Steel 77
New

2

MARKET

COMPLETE

TODAY'S

OPTICIAN

.

1-- 2

1--

3--

6.25; stockers and feeders
5.90; bulls $45.2."; calves

western steers
$3.505.25.

$4.75ffi)

$47;

$56.25; western cows

15,000, market strong to five
Bulk $6.306.55; heavy $6.25
6.40; packers and butchers $6.30
6.55; light $6.50 6.65.
Sheep 13,000, market steady. MutnElAL
tons $45.25; lambs $5.506.35; fed
dull wethers and yearlings $4.255.75;
5. Lead,
New York, April
,
dull.
fed western ewes $45.
standard
copper,
t
$4.454.50;
Silver
and
$11.7011.85May
Spot
7

5--

Hogs
higher.

1--

-

52

7--

WOOL
Aprfl 5. Wool, market
and western
Territory
unchanged.
mediums 1922; fine mediums 16
St. Louis,

fine

18;

1213.

GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Wheat, May 86
Corn,
May 47
July
July
Oats, May 30
July 49
30
Por, May 1520; July 1490.
Lard May 807
July 815. Ribs, May
Chicago, April 5.
85

852

July

7--

7--

815

17

KANSAS CITY 0 LIVESTOCK
Kansas City, April 5. Cattle, 8,000,
Market
700 southerns.
Including
steers
Native
to
ten
higher.
strong

CHICAGO LIVESTOCK
Chicago, April 5. Cattle, 14,000,
market steady to higher. Beeves $5.25
6.90; Texas steers $4.505.75; western steers $4.905.90; stockers and
feeders $45.75; cows and heifers
$2.756; calves $57.
Hogs 21,000, market steady to five
higher. Light $6.406.85; mixed $6.20
6.20.
6.75; heavy $66.50; rough $6
choice
to
$6.206.50;
heavy
good
pigspigs $6.30 6.75; bulk $6.30 6.50.
Sheep 15,000 market slow to weak.
Native $35; western $3.255; yearlings $4.505.60; lambs, native $5
6.40; western $56.40.
Lame shouider is nearly always due
to rheumatism of the muscles, and
quickly yields to the free application
of Cnamberlain's Liniment. Sold br
all druggists.

The DisplayQof 1911 Dress Fabrics
a Bower of Summer Beauty
ManyO

Different Styles in iSummer Silks and Cottons
Blooming Forth Ready to be Picked
We've coaxed the choicest fashion buds into bloom. Whether
you're one of the happy birds of passage soon to be flitting, or
just one of those wistfully checking off the days, you'll want to

share this joyous foretaste of summer at BACHARACH'S

"Are you not glad to set foot on
terra firma?" asked a lady of an old

An Exclusive Group of
a

friend who had Just landed from an
American liner.
"Terra firma?" was the response.
"Dear me!
I
this was
thought
Queenstown!"

Summer Dresses

Tit-Bit-

Lovely as Las Vegas has ever dreamed.
Linens, Mulls, Marquesettes, Batistes.
These
are superb in coloring as a Tropical landFrocks for morning or evening
scape.
The finest styles and materials
hours.
Bacharach's have ever shown is the chorus
of general opinion.

JAPANESE MUST YIELD
(Continued From Page One)
and opposing the limitation of armaments. This is the natural order of
It simply means the inevithings.
table competition of opposing influences, but there cannot be the least
doubt that success will not always be
on the same side. To judge by newspapers of a certain kind in all countries we might imagine that patriot-isincreased in proportion to the or.
ders for war materal given by a government On this basis the most patriotic government la the one that orders the greatest number of
and paya the highest price for
them. 'If "you give me orders for
dreadnaughts at twenty million dollars a piece, my newspapers will laud
you to the- - skies and my friends will
resolutions depass parliamentary
nouncing those cowards of the peace
party.- - This is all very well for a
time but cannot last A single invention,' an eloquent speech or a judicious
remark will be quite enough to checkmate those who are carrying on this
game. They have already come to the
end of their arguments and made
themselves unpopular In Europe for
which reason no doubt they are extending their operations abroad.
"This is a symptom of great impor
dread-naugh-

$4.50 to $25.00

'

vim.

Redfern-Warner'-

Rust Proof and Gossard
ih Newest and Best Models

s

ts

Cor-set- s

An .nspecuon of the broad assortment with
a wide variety of
models smtab e for any possible variatfon of
figure will no doubt heln
you to solve the problem of prepgrhf or tte.m gowns.
Corsets

from

50fFyp to $15.00,1

; '
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515-51- 7
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PERSONALS
1

ni

The

man who doe. the
WeiiJhind
the man who measuring.
know, how
"
oe man on
whom evervthind
Our
responsibility is never
-lOftf fildKt
-v
lur a moment
In prescription
filling. Every
BrescripUon leaving
store is faultless from

v

CO.

Phone Main 3

We Have

,

Just

Western
Garden
In Bulk

and

Package

f

1

From Barteldes Seed
Co. It will pay you
to see our line before
buying elsewhere.

J.

2

A.

Papen

Grocer and Butcher.

w

EXTENSIVE

4. rvmw

lf

REPAIRS

TO INSANE ASYLUM
AWARDS
OF TRUSTEES
CONTRACTS FOR NEEDED

BOARD

IMPROVEMENTS

NEARVEGAS

Extensive repairs will be made during the spring upon the buildings of
the New Mexico Hospital for the Insane. Yesterday the board of trustees
of the institution at its regular monthly meeting allowed contracts for the
work, which will be done by local men.
It is the policy of the board to keep
the buildings in the best of repair, as
this policy is believed to be the truest
economy. The board also decided to
ask for bids for supplies for the Institution during the next six months.
Thousands of dollars worth of groceries, clothing and other articles are
used annually and bidding for the con
tracts always is spirited, many Bam
pies bein? submitted to the board for
He ( who has just proposed) I hope
its approval.
you don't think that I am too old for
you?
She Oh, no! I was only wonderBest draught beer in the city, at
ing If you were old enough.
the Lobby, of course.

The Only Store That Gives
You Both Quantity
and Quality

10

5,

and 25c Store

FOR YOUR POULTRY

YARD

Granite Grit
Oyster Shell
Granulated Bone
5 lbs. Hoyt's Chick Food
5 lbs. Poultry Food
3 lbs. Sunflower Seed
6 lbs. Siberian Millet Seed...
7 lb. box Seneca Stock Powder
International Poultry Food...
International Lice Killer......
10 lbs.

8 lbs.
6 lbs.

i

If

25c
25c
25c
25c
25e
25c
25c
75c
25c
25c

THIS WEEK SPECIALS

Don't beat your car
pets and start tho
germo to flying, uoo
the Vacuum Gleaner.
Picks up dirt and
.germs'1 Wo rent tho
cleaner for $f a day.

4 Extra Large

10-ce-

Rolls

Toilet Paper, full 1,000
25c
sheets in a roll
3 large Bars Ivory Soap...... 25c
3 cans Old Dutch Cleanser. ... 25c
2 11b. cans Chloride of Lime... 25c
Curtain Stretchers, full slate... $1.25
25c Decorative Crepe Paper. . . 10c
5c
10c Crepe Paper, roll
25c
25c Tablets, 2 for
4 Silk Invisible Hair Nets.... 25c
10c
10 Easter Post Cards
10c
25c Rop Manila Dusters
25c
3 Packages Vermicelli
10c
8 qt. Milk Pans
2 bottles White Vinegar....'.: 25e
Children's Hand Bags........ 15e
Orders taken for all kinds of
Embroidery .'materials
Stamping.
.
,.,
of all kinds

10

,?

Phone Malft

In buying baking powder
examine the label and take
only a brand shown to be
made with Cream of Tartar

ARRESTED AS A

SUSPECT
TOO MUCH BOOZE

MIGHT

HAVE

RESULTED SERIOUSLY FOR
ARTHUR FISHER

a..

By the use of electric power farm
El Paso where she will
evening,
ers within a radius of several miles
visit for some time with her
son, W.
T. Cooley.
of Las Vegas are likely to be pumping
water for irrigation purposes within
Attorney Charles A.
the
next several months. The Feder
thisieverrfBtr f rom Raton whom h
been for a week on business before the al' Light and Traction company of
New York City, for which Dr. J. M
district court of Colfax county.
Cunningham
purchased the plant and
William A. Buddeeke whn
franchises of the Las Vegas Railway
here to attend s the sale of the
plant and Power company ' company at a
ana franchises of the La
Vegas special master's sale Monday morn
Railway and' Power commnv. left inat
ing is planning the installation of ma
nignt for his home in St. Louis.
and the stretching of wires in
chinery
Mrs. William Kinkel of El
Paso, who
has been here for a few weeks visit- to the country for this purpose. The
is backed by immense capi
ing her son- George H. Kinkel. left company
tal and is amply able to get into the
this afternoon for Hutchison, Kan.,
field and secure the business, even
where she will be the guest of relaif a considerable outlay is required.
tives.
The same company owns plants in
Adjutant General A. S. Brookes and Arizona, Oklahoma and other states
Captain W. S. Barlow, of the United It
the Las Vegas
States army, arrived in the citv this andrecently purchased
Albuquerque power plants. In Al
afternoon. Tonight Captain Barlow
buquerque plans are already made for
will inspect Company H of the New
extensive improvements which will
Mexico National Guard.
permit of the furnishing of power to
George E. Hunker and Percy Carr farmers along the Rio Grande.
the latter an attorney
representing the
Representatives of the Federal combondholders of the Las Vegas Railway pany confirm the
report that extenand Power company, went this after sive improvements are
being
noon to Raton 10 KOk afte? pertain Power can be furnished here planned.
for use
legal matters pertaining to the recent along the streams and also on many
sale of the company's property and of the mesa farms where water is
franchises.
abundant in wells in varying depth.
In every section of the country where
One Conductor Helped Back to Work electric power has been used in irri
Mr. Wilford Adams la his immi nnrt gation it has proved successful and
he writes: "I was confined tn mv TiaiI has been a powerful Influence for the
with chronic rheumatism
anrt iiKrt development of the country. The Fed
two bottles of Foley's Kidney Remedy
with good effect. The third hnrtl nut eral company has engaged Jn the
me on my feet and I resumed work as business with success In several porconductor on the Lexington, Ky., tions of the United States.
Street Railwav. It. will iin nil vnn
claim in cases of rheumatism." Tt
SEEK SEEKS NO LONGER
clears the blood of uric acid. O. G.
When arraigned this morning beSchaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
fore Judge Murray on a charge of
being drunk James Seek the "comA WOULD-B- E
WIDOW.
missioned detective," arrested yesterday, told the judge he was here on
bank
the trail of an absconding
cashier.
"I would have got him, too, judge,
if I hadn't been arrested," he said.
"You better It m out so 1 can
round him up. If I spend a week
in jail he will get away and I have
tracked him for many weeks."
Judge Murray told Seek a detecsmoke,
tive should never drink,
chew or swear and should always
keep on the job if he wanted to acThe
judge
complish anything.
deemed the cashier had succeeded in
getting away and Seek might as well
spend ten days in jail. Seek's comis of the mail
mission evidently
The man Is a blackorder
smith and says he will go to work
if released.

Las Vegas Light;
Cl Power Gem
20G

DRIKENC010Y

and Largest Stock
in Town and Prices That Win
in Each and Every Case.

W.

in

OPPOSITE THE
WELLS FAROO CO. OFFICE

f

ORE AM

"Come on, old sport," "said Arthur
Fisher to a down town bartender laat
night .after he had Imbibed freely.
you are a good frien' o' mine. I'll
buy you a new suit o clothes.'
The bartender replied that he was
well supplied with wearing
apparel
and was too true a sport to allow
other people to furnish him with rai
ment. Fisher became boisterous and
was arrested by Officer Terry Mc- '

s

A pure, wholesome, reliable Grape

Cream of Tartar Baking Powder.
Improves the flavor and adds
to the health! ulness of the food.

Govern.

Sole Agents for White Frost

-

Received a Lot of

4

lul
m.m
11

He win
verai days visiting with friends.
, Captain E. B.
w
A 3&34 Denver. Captain Wheeler
.u.6cr 01 me Butler estate.
OWNERS OF LAS VEGAS LIGHT
, District
AND TRACTION COMPANY
vV.Q. Ward
ere expected to return
PLAN BIG THINGS
ims evening from a
trip to Mora.
Mrs. M.

our

DRUG

una;

--

mi.

any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill
your
prescription.

WINTERS

w
home in Mora.
w

ELECTRIC POWER REFRIGERATORS
FOR FARMERS
The Best

At trictly eastern prices

New Summer Goods
$4.25 for

SO-- ft.

Rubber Hose,

1- -2

inch

with couplings.
95c for the $1.50 sets of Croquet.
85c for the $1.50 Roller Skates, met-

al wheels.
$2.45

and $150

Skates.
$4.65 for the $5.50 New Perfection
Oil Cook Stoves, 1 burner.
$6.85 for the 8.50 New 'Perfection
Oil Cook Stoves, 2 burners.
$8.95 for the $10.00 iNew Perfection
Oil Cook Stoves, 3 burners.
$2.45 for the $3.50 Gasoline 1 burner
Stoves.
$2.85 for the $4.00 Gasoline 2 burner
Stoves.
$4.25 for the $5.50 Gasoline 3 burner
Stoves.
3c each, for the 5c Jelly Glass, tin
tops.
80c dozen for Mason's Pint 1 Fruit
Ball-beari-

Jars.

90c Idozen for Mason's Quart Fruit

Jars.

$1.20 dozen for Mason's

Fruit Jars.
Headquarters for
Milkmen's supplies.

"Don't put me in, officer," he said.
"I'm a rich man. I own a ranch. In
each of my hoots is $1,000 in bills.
Be a good guy an' lemme go to my
room."
But the officer
was obdurate.
"You're drunk, old man," he said.
"and it's the Jail for yours."
Fisher's talk about the $1,000 in
each boot had aroused McGovern's
curiosity. So he removed the foot
gear, in each boot was a handsome
foot; nothing else. Perhaps the feet
were worth $1,000 each to Fisher but
it is certain nobody else would give
that much for them.
It did not take long 'for the stocy
that a man with $2,000 in his hoots
had been arrested and had been sus
pected of being one of the Rogers
kidnapers. Fisher, however, proved
he was a cowboy employed by
by J. D. Hand.
He was released
on payment of the costs in the action before Judge D- R. Murray. The
man. only had a small amount of
money in his possession. He said he
had come to town to have a good
time.
-

dallon

Crocks. Churns and

4- -

REALTY REPORT

i

No Alum No Lime Phosphate
Both Reduce the Health! ulness
of the Food.
I am quite

positive tbat the use of alum baking
powder should be condemned."
Prof. Vaaghan, Univmity of Michigan.

Read tho Label and remember thai
""Alum, sodium alum, basic aluminum sulphate,
sulphate of aluminum, all mean the same thing
namely, BURNT ALUM. Kaiuat Stale Board ofHtallk.

COURT

LISTENS TO

POULTRY

NURSESGRIEVANCE

HOLDA MEETING

CASE OF MISS K. ROSE SAVAGE
AGAINST MRS. LIZZIE HIGGINS
IS HEARD

ASSOCIATION
OLD OF
FICERS FOR THE ENSUING
YEAR

4- -

Justice Pablo Vigil in his office in
the court house this morning heard
Warranty Deeds
the case of Mis K. Rose Savage
Sanford North et ux to Peter Ol against Mrs. Lizzie Higgins, prest
son, March 25, 1911, lots 7 and 8,
dent of the Las Vegas hospital. Miss
block 6, Juan Jose Lopez addition.
-

THE

ROSENTHAL

Opposite Y..M. C.iA.,

K.Las Vegad

POWER OF THE PRESS

GREATESTJN WORLD
NEWSPAPER-ME-

MOST ENERGE

TIC AND INTELLIGENT, SAYS
PITTSBURG MAN
Colonel W. C. Connelly, jr., manager

the Pittsburg district of the Asso
ciated Press, delivered the following
address recently before the Amerlcus
club in Pittsburg:
"The newspaper of today is the multiplied echo of the world's voice. It is
not one of the wonders of the world,
it is all the wonders ' combined.
It Is the greatest power
for good that history has ever known,
though now and then some foolish or
fanatical individual declares It to bo
the inspiration of the devil, an Illustrated and Illuminated guide to the underworld.
"The system of news gathering is
remarkably fascinating. There Is not
a business or profession in the world
having in its midst men possessing
more intelligence, energy and bravery
or where you will find more enthusiastic workers- - If one gets the news
gathering germ in his blood he prob
ably never fully recovers from it
When you hear of a newspaper man
entering another profession he leaves
reluctantly. As he pursues his new
vocation the enthusiasm of news gath
ering remains In his system, and when
the occasion arises Jt bursts out with
the old fire of intensity. It Is the ever
changing, the always something new
that appeals to him."
of

COAL MINES SHUT DOWN
San Antonio, N. M., April 5. Pow
ell StackhouBe, president of, the Car
thage Fuel company of San Antonio,
reports that the Carthage Fuel company has been obliged to suspend a
large part of its operaions tempora
rily on account of the Mexican revolu
tion, one of the largest customers of
concern being the National Railways
of Mexico. Not discouraged, however.
Mr. Stack house has been making
many large contracts In different parts
of the United States and the company's entire plant will start up In the
near future. As an evidence of the
fact that Mr. Stackhouse Is not greatly worrying about the Mexican troubles it is only necessary to mention
that while in El Paso last week, he
placed orders for two 150 home power
boilers.

4

Consideration $1,800- Board of Trustees Town of Las Ve
gas to John Rogers, August 4, 1909,
265 acres, San Miguel county. Consideration $160.
TJ. S. to S. H. Wagner, Jan. 27,
1911, 160 acres, section 33, township
17 range 21. Consideration $1.
W. M. Parnell et ux to Sanford
North Aug. 29, 1909, lots 7 and 8,
block 6, Juan Lopez addition. Consideration $250.
Pedro Gallegos to Roman Gallegos,
April 7, 1900, land in San Miguel
county. Consideration $300- J. M. Lyon et ux to James Peters
land In San Miguel county. Consideration $1.
Quit Claim Deeds
Juan de Dios Maes et ux to Maria
Antonia S. de Maes, March 4, 1911,
land in San Miguel' county. Consideration $10.
Bidal Maese et als to Maria Antonia
L. de Maese March 25, 1911, land at
La Liendre, San Miguel county. Con
sideration $10.

FANCIERS

Savage brought action In replevin,
several days ago. She formerly was
employed at the hospital and her
trunk was detained after her depart- ur, according to her story. Miss Savage also Is asking for wages she
claims are due her to the amount
of about $20.
It is understood the girl's trunk was
turned over to her several days ago.
She formerly was employed as a
nurse at the hospital. The case was
begun this morning and was still
In progress this afternoon. Several
members of the hospital board were
present. It is believed the action
grew out of a misunderstanding as
the hospital board Is known to be
doing a good work and is considerate
of the patients and employes of the
hospital.

At a meeting of the Las Vegas Foul-tr- y
and Pet Stock association, held
last night In the offices of the Investment and Agency corporation, the officers chosen by the association upon
Its organization late last year were reelected. These are D. W. Lee, president; Ed Lewis, vice president; William Shillinglaw, secretary;
Z. W.
Montague, treasurer.
At the meeting it was reported that
chicken fanciers, under the Inspiration
furnished by the poultry association,
are taking steps to improve their
stock. One San Miguel county woman has sent for a setting of eggs
that cost her 120. She expects to
raise some high grade chicks.
The association decided to endeavor
to elicit interest in the annual chicken
show till fall. It is desired to have
on exhibition a large number of young
chicks of this year's hatching; chickd
ens of
The
pedigrees.
meeting was an enthusiastic one, and
Indicated that the association Is doing good work.
blue-bloode-

Try a dram of Old. Taylor bourbon
Constipation brings many ailments In
ra train and is the nrimary cause of at the Opera bar. Served 'from barmuch sickness. Keep your bowels rels on the bar.
regular madam, and you win escape

mnnv nf thn ailments to which women
Constipation is a very
simple thing, but like many simple
things, it may lead to serious conseCONTRACTOR and BUILDER
Good results always follow Foley's quences. Nature often needs a Uttle
Estimates Furnished on All Kinds of
Kidney Pills. They give prompt re- assistance and when theChamberlain's
first Indica '
lief in all cases of kidney and bladder Tablets are given at
Building Job Work a Specialty.
disorders. Try them. O. G. Schaefer tion, much distress ana sunenng may Phone Main 336.
Opposite Optic.
be avoided. Sold by all druggists.
and Red Cross Drug Co.

are subject.

Frank Revell,

'9

jSanM iguel National Bank
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Las Utgas

J. M.

CUNNINOHAM,

PrMldent,

FRANK SPRINOER, Vic. PrMldent,
D. T. HOSKINS, Cuhler,
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Interest Paid on Time Deposits

"Drawing Money"
At each, tick of tbe clock is what will happen to
your dollars when deposited with
-

Savings Bank
Trouble, death, scourge or ought else can't stop
llie "earninc hv interest" nroresa trenntr cmJ Ranlt
your money here and at once the "growing" begins.
Interest we pay is always the best.
'.,'
.

LIS VEGAS SAVH1GS
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400

BIDS

CALL FOR
'

75he

Optic

mm
COLUMN

Laa Vegas, N. 1L, April 4, 191L
Sealed proposals will be received
at the office of the secretary of the
Hoard of Directors of the New Mexico
Insane Asylum at Las Vegas until ten
o'clock Tuesday, May 2nd, 1911, for
the furnishing and delivery at the
New Mexico Insane Asylum of all or
auy of the hereinafter named supplies
required for the maintenance of the
hospital, commencing May 1st, 1911:
20,000 lbs. flour, bidder name brand.
8,000 lbs. potatoes.
10,000 lbs. sugar.
800 lbs. Evaporated Apples, crop
1910.
800 lbs.
1910.

Evaporated Peaches, crop

400 lbs.
1910.
400 lbs.

Evaporated Apricots, crop

800 lbs.

Wanted

For Sale

For Rent

35-5-

To-wi- t:

s.

34-3-

38-3-

40-3-

doz. No. 42; 3 doz. No. 40.
Estray Advertisement
1 doz.
3 doz. Coats, as follows:
Notice la hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following de- No. 36; 1 doz. No. 38; 1 doz No. 40.
scribed estray animal was taken up b
25 dozen Socks.
Dan Cassidy, Jr., Cleveland, N. M.
10 dozen Handkerchiefs.
t:
4 dozen Suspenders.
One
cow
3 dozen Hats.
Branded
tm
6
Men's Shoes, as follows:
On left hip
gffj 3 doz.dozen
2 doz. 9s; 1 doz. 10s.
8s;
Said animal being unknown to imu
6 dozen Ladies' Hose, as follows:
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before April 21 Ml, said date being 10 2 doz. 8
2 doz. 9; 2 doz. 10.
3 dozen Ladies' Shoe, as follows:
days after last appearance of this ad1 doz. 3s;
vertisement, said estray will be sold 2 doz. 8s;
doz. 6
by this Board for the benefit of the 1 doz. 4s.
owner when found.
9 dozen Boxes Thread, as follows:
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
doz. No. 16;
doz. No. 8;
Albuquerque, N. M.
White,
First pub Mar. 31, last pub. Apr. 11, "11 2 doz. No. 30; 2 doz. No. 36;, 2 doz.
doz. No.
doz. No. 50;
No. 40;
.
Estray Advertisement
70. Black, 1 doz. No. 30.
Notice la hereby given to whom It
1 dozen Boxes Knitting
Cotton,
may concern that the following
estray animal was taken up by white No. 18.
Albert Sanders, Orange, N. M.
dozen Boxes Pantaloon Buttons,
One sorrel mare 12 or 14
large size.
years old about 13 2 hands high,
dozen Boxes Safety Pins; 1
wnite spot in forehead.
box No. 2; 5 boxes No. 3.
Branded
6 dozen Papers Pins, needle points.
JH
On left ehoulder.
1 dozen Sets Knitting Needles.
Said animal being unknown to this
2 dozen Gauze Vests, size 5 and 6.
Bpard, unless claimed by owner on or
2
dozen Spreads, 2
yards long,
before April 21 '11, said date being 10
wide.
2
,
yards
days after last appearance of this ad5
dozen
Napkins.
said
will
sold
be
vertisement,
estray
2 dozen Thin Cups and Saucers.
by this Board for the benefit of the
when
found.
ownfr
12 dozen Heavy Dinner Plates.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
12 dozen Heavy Cups and Saucers.
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. Mar. 31, last pub. Apr. 11, '11 Cups without handles.
12 dozen Heavy Sauce Dishes.
2 dozen Thin Plates.
Estray Advertisement
4
dozen Gravy Boats.
Notice la hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following
2 dozen Soup Bowls.
estray animal was taken up by
2 dozen Heavy Vegetable Dishes.
Thomas Warrick, Las Vegas, N. M.
1 dozen Thin Vegetable Dishes.
t:
One gray mare about 12
4
dozen Quart Pitchers.
years old.
dozen Salt and Pepper Shakers.
Branded
2
dozen Layer Cake Pans.
J
On left shoulder
4 dozen Small sauce dishes, heavy.
On left hip
r
2 dozen Whisk Brooms.
ft
Branded
6 dozen Pencil Tablets.
Said animal being unknown to this
3 dozen Blankets.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
4 dozen Toothbrushes.
before April 24, 1911, said date being 10
1 bale Good Cotton.
days after last appearance of this
1 bolt 8 oz. Canvas.
said estray will be Bold
by this Board for the benefit of the
1 holt Apron Gingham.
oivnor when found.
600 yard3 Hospital Gauze.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
unbleached
600 yards Pepperrell
M.
N.
Albuquerque,
'11
First pub. April 4, last pub April 14,
sheeting,
To-wi-

two-year-o-

2

2

2

2

2

2

To-wi- t:

1--

2

2

4

To-wi-

2

t)

8-- 4.

1

yd.

200

yards Cheviot, no two

THE. LOBBY

bolts

alike.

SHORT

300 yards Gingham, no two bolts

alike.
600

THE

RESTAURANT AND CAFE
.ORDERS AND REGULAR

BEST GOODS

THE

DINNERS

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

HANDLED

yards Old Hickory Shirting.

100 yards Stevens Crash Toweling.
50 yards Indian Head.
600 yds. Dotted Swiss, double fold.

SOCIETY AND BUSINESS

DIRECTORY

1

200 yards Ticking, good quality.

yards Table cloth.
CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A A. M
boxes Typewriter Paper, 600
A
Regular common 6 to8 copy.
sheets each, 8
cation first and
2 boxes Typewriter
Paper, 500
third Thursday In
6 to 8 copy.
sheets each, 8
Mch
month. Visit-Dmust72oT$ ETAOIN ATOATEN'IO
'
cor-brothers
ing
4 Quart Bottles
Fountain Pen
H. Stapp. W.
William
invited.
dially
Fluid.
M.; Chas. H. Sporleder. Secretary.
2 Quart Bottles Laundry Ink.
200 feet
inch Hose.
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
1,000 feet lumber, 1x12x14 S2S.
w KNIGHT8 TEMPLAR"
10 gallons Paint, different colors.
second
Regular cond-- ri
10 Gallons Wood Stain.
Tues in each month at
2 Gallons Varnish.
at 7:30 p. m. C. n
Masonic
1 Gross Carriage Bolts, different Bencher.
S. C; Charles Tamme.
sizes.
ne co r.
5 Gallons Linseed Oil.
VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 8, ROYAL
4 Boxes Window Glass 14x30 inches. LAS
ARCH MASONS Regular coavoca- 800 tons Slack, f. o. b. Asylum
Un first Monday In each
Switch, as required from May 1, 1911
month at Masonic Temple,
to May 1, 1912.
at 7:30 p. m. J. A. Rut- 100 Tons Nut Coal, f. o. b. Asylum,
W3$l leQ8e H-- pl Chas. H.
as required from May 1, 1911 to May
JCSal Sporleder, Secretary.
1, 1912.
600

6

kjfra

vjlX

FRATERNAL

haU ,n to Schm.at building
ve8t ot fountain Square, ai elgh'.
o'clock. Visiting member are col
welcome. Fred Philips, presl
dent; Carrle Schrock. Secretary; C
Bally. Treasurer.

J

RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2. O. E.
S. Meets second and fourth Thurs-- '
days in Masonic Temple. Mrs. Ag- -

the asylum.
nes M. Tripp, Worthy Matron; Tho- Bidders submit samples of articles
mas B. Bowen, Worthy Patron;
marked with an asterisk ().
Mrs. Minerva A. Howell, Secretary.
The board of directors of the Insane
Phone Main 231, 721 Fourth street.
Asylum reserve the right to reject
any and all bids.
LODGE
EL
DORADO
NO.. 1,
Bidders should write plainly on en
KNIGHTS
OF
PYTHIAS Meets
velope the following: "Bids for Supevery Monday even- plies for the New Mexico Insane AsyIng in Castle Hall.
lum," with the name or names of bidVisiting Knights are
ders.
cordially invited.
JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS,
Charles E. Lleb- President.

W. E. GORTNER,

Secretary.
SPEQIAL

MASTER'S

SALE

Territory of New Mexico,
County of San Miguel.
In the District Court.
Ludwig Wm. Ilfeld,
Plaintiff,
vs.

schnier Chancellor
Commander; Harry
Martin. Keeper of
Records and Seal.
BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
UNION OF, AMERICA
Meets first
and third Wednesdays of each

a

,

qJJ

o

,

B

KNIGhTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
NO. 804 Meets second and fourtl
Thursday In O. R. C. hall. Plonee
building. Visiting members are coi
dially Invited. W. 3. Tipton, G. K
B. P. Mackel F. S.
O. F

I. O.

v

LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.

Meets every Monday evening
their hall on Sixth street All visli
ing Brethren cordially invited to at
tend, Carl Wertz, N. G.;' A. T
Rogers, V. G.; T. M. Elwood, Secre
tary; W. E. Crites, treasurer; C. V
Hedgcock, cemetery truatee.

aTVeGAS

CAMP NO. 13779 MOD
ERN w00DMEN OF AMERICA
d
Msets the SCtmd
a?
th
of
lnon'h
"
ea(
day,8
hall at 8 p. m. C. Clay, Venerabl
Consul; Geo. Laemmle, Clerk. Vis
itjn neighbors are cordially in

'ur'h

ted.

montn at Fraternal Brotherhood
hall. A. E. Hayward, F. to.; W. A.
Glvens, Secretary, visiting mem- bers cordially invited.

Francisco A. Manzanares
and Ofella B. Manza- .
B. P. O. ELKS
nares,
,
Meets second and
No. 6963.
Defendants.
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month at O. R. C. hall.
Whereas, on the 10th day of March,
Visiting
A. D. 1911, in that certain caused
Brothera are cordially invited. J. K.
numbered 6968 on the docket of the
Martin, Exalted Ruler: D. W. Oon- don. Secretary.
District Court of the County of San
Miguel, Territory of New Mexico, in RED MEN Meet in Fraternal Broth- which Ludwig Wm. Ilfeld was plain
erhood hall the sleep of the fourth
tiff and Francisco A. Manzanares and
of each month, eighth
Thursday
Ofella B. Manzanares were the de
breath. Visiting broth- thirtieth
run,
fendants, judgment was duly rendered
ers always welcome to the wigwam.
in favor of the said plaintiff and against
W. O. Wood, sachem; David Flint,
the said defendants for the sum of
chief of records and collector of
Forty-fFour Thousand Seven Hundred
wampum.
0
our
and
($4744.57) Dollars,
together with interest thereon at the
NOTICE
rate of Ten (10) per cent from the
10th day of March, A. D. 1911, to the
DeparmeDt of Territorial Engineer.
date of the sale hereinafter provided Number ci Application 521. Santa
for, together with all taxes duly levied Fe, New Mexico, March 1. 1911.
and assessed against the property,
Notice is hereby given that on the
and the costs of this action, and
29th
cause
day of December, 1910, In accord
Whereas, the above named
cer
a
of
ance
with Section 26, Irrigation Law
foreclosure
was one for the
the
decree
said
and
of
1907
Red River Valley Co., of Bell
by
tain mortgage,
above named sum was adjudged to be Ranch, County of San Miguel, Terria Hen unon all and singular the land
tory of New Mexico, made an applicaand real estate hereinafter described, tion to the Territorial Engineer of
In
sold
and the same was ordered
New Mexico for a permit to approMil fnrmttv with law and the practice priate from the Public waters of the
of the above named court to satisfy Territory of New Mexico.
aid lien, and the undersigned
Such appropriation is to be made
and appolnt- having been duly named
from
Canadian river, La Cinta and
saie
Special Master to make said
Perra creeks at a point Sec. 8 T. 17
above described,
N. R. 24 E. Diversion' and
vw therefore, notice is nerec-- and 1500 cu. ft. per sec. and or storage
182,000
24th day of June,
acres
to
given that on the
feet
is
Ts. 17,
to
be
conveyed
a
n 1911. at ten o'clock a. m., at 16 N. R. 25 E; Ts. 17, 16, 15. 14 N. R,
house
court
the east front door of the
26 E; Ts. 17, 16, 14 N. R. 27 E; Ts.
.
rmint.v of San Miguel, in me 16, 15, 14 N. R, 28
E.,by means of
and
town of Las Vegas, said county,under- - ditches, canals and reservoirs
and
the
used for Irrigation of 101,978
Territory of New Mexico,
there
ana
aores and for domestic purposes.
;lgned will offer for sale,
1
miction to the highest
The Territorial Engineer will take
toe
bidder for cash, all and singular
this
application up for consideration
u
on the 30th day of May, 1911, and all
following described real
-

R0SENWALD LODGE NO. 545
B. Meets every first Tues
day of the month In the vestrj
rooms of Temple Montefiore at
o'clock, p. m. Visiting brothera ar
inlvted. Isaac
Appel
cordially
Chas. Greenclay, Sec
President;
retary.
I. O.

SE?i

.

NO
at

BROTHERHOOD,

102MeeU every Monday night

fJ
V '

50 Cords Wood. Dry Split Pine.
All the foregoing to be delivered at

DAILY OPTICS

Meet first and third Twwda?
evenings each month, at FraUrns
Brotherhood hall. Visiting Brothen
are cordUU' invited. B. F. McGulrs
President; E. C. Ward. Secretary.

F. O. E

2

Cooking Figs.
prunes.
800 lbs. Raisins, 4 Crown.
2,000 lbs. Lard, 50 lb. cans. Bidder
AT8 FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER
brand.
name
TISEMENTS
1,500 lbs. Rice. Good quality.
Five centi per line each Inaertlon
2,000 lbs. Coffee, more or less, as
Estimate aix ordinary words to a line.
Ne ad to occupy lest space than two required.
100 lbs. White House Coffee.
lines. All advertisements charged will
400
lbs. White Squadron Coffee.
ba Cooked at space actually set, with
2,000 lbs. White Corn Meal, more or
aut regard to number of words. Cash
In advance preferred. Phone Main 2. less, as required.
Bidder
400 lbs. Chewing Tobacco.
name brand.
20,000 lbs. Corn Chop.
14,000 lbs. Oats, recleaned.
.WANTED Position by experienced
500 lbs.
Baking Powder. Bidder
chamber maid. Address F. M., Optic.
name brand.
1,100 lbs. Oleomargarine, Buttercup
or Sunlight, as required.
Codfish. Bidder name
800
lbs.
brand.
FOR SALE A bargain, Edison phono100 lbs. Tapioca.
graph in first class condition. Hand300 lbs. Tea. Bidder name brand.
some large horn and many records.
1,000 lbs. Washing Podwer. Bidder
723 Main street.
name brand.
2,500 lbs. Soaj) Chips. Bidder name
FOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock
brand.
baby chicks, $14.00 per 100. Money
50 lbs. Black Pepper. Bidder name
must accompany order. Mrs. Magbrand.
gie R. Stevens, Humboldt, Kan., R 2.
8 cases Toilet Soap, 1 gross each.
30 cases Laundry Soap.
3 cases A. P. W. Toilet Paper, 24
cartons each.
FOR RENT Nice suite of furnished
8 cases
Laundry Gloss Starch,
Housekeeping rooms. Bath, electric Klngsford preferred.
ligiiu etc. Excellent location. 913
10 cases Sapollo.
Kiguih street.
30 cases Quaker Oats,
30 cases Soda Crackers.
Estray Advertisement
8 cases, Green Corn, solid cans.
. Notlca
ia hereby srtven. tn whom it
10 oases Tomatoes.
maty concern, that the following de-10 cases Green Peas.
anuou i.ru. j uumai wu taken up toy
Emitt Isaucks, Las Cruces, N. M.
8 case3 P. V. Blend Syrup.
One red and white steer
2 cases
Safety Matches. "Red
ii bout 6 years old,
weight about 800 Top."
lounds.
2 cases Knox Minute Gelatine.
Branded
6. cases Pettljohn's Breakfast Food.
On left ribs
6 cases Hominy Grits.
Said animal, being unknown tc this
125 Jackets Corn Syrup, 2s, good
Board, unless claimed by owner on or quality.
before April 2o, '11, said date being 10
12 Bales Salt,
days after last appearance of this ad2 Bbls. Vinegar.
vertisement, said estray will be sold
12 dozen Dandy Brooms.
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
6 dozen Fiber Pails.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
5 dozen Bib Overalls, as follows:
Albuquerque, N. M.
2 doz.
2 doz.
First put). April 5, last pub. April 15, '11 1 doz.
3
6 dozen Jumpers, as follows:
Optic's Number, Main 2.

yards Canton Flannel,

wide:

DEPARTMEMT
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is fully prepared to handle
Job Printing of every kind

DENTISTS.
'.
R

F- -

lord

DENTIST

COKT

omc

Monw Bulldln
Rooms I and 4
0ffico PH""e Main 67
Residence Phone 418

DR. E.

ATTORNEYS
Chester a. Huak

Oeo. H. Hunker
HUNKER

A HUNKER
Attorneys at Law
New Mexico
Lab Vegas,

LOCAL TIME CARD
WEST

BOUND

1

3

1:60
6:15
5:15
6:35

No. 7
No. 9

P.

M

A. M
P. M

P.

M

P.

M.

Depart
No. 1
No. 3
No. 7
No. 9

......i

2:10
6:20
6:40
7:00

A. M.

P. M
P. M

EAST BOUND

Arrive
No.
No.
No.
No

ART

9:10 P.

2
4
8
10

There is a great difference
between "printing" and "correct printing." Our work is
"correct" in every detail.

'

Arrive
No.

IS AH

HAMMOND

I

DENTIST
Ha
Suite 4, Crockett Building.
phones at office and residence.

No

Pile

M

11:10 P. M.
1:16 A. M

1:45 P.

M.

9:15 P.

M.

We are always glad to lend
our knowledge and assistance. Cost estimates will
be cheerfully furnished
whether or not1 an order
ensues. Prompt work is
assured.

Depart
No

2

11:20 P. M.
1:25 A. M.

No. 4
No. 8
No. 10

2:10 P.

M.

THE

e--

Twenty-eigh- t

yeoii

of persons who may oppose the granting
(29). and Thirty (30)
of the above application must file
their objections substantiated with af
now the incorporated city
fidavits with the Territorial
?Z Vegas. San Miguel County, New and a copy with applicant onEngineer
or beNo
date.
fore
that
appearpersonal
W H H Cun ance
id addition made by
necessary unless advised Ny Tersaxa y.
me
ritorial Engineer.
nlngham to satisfy
at
thereon
with interest
CHARLES D. MILLER,
annum
per .center
Territorial Engineer.
from the said 10th cay
1911, to the said
to- - ASSESSMENT
NOTICE
1 qi 1
the date of said sale,
Notice is hereby give , to all tax
v tiiow,' wwrti! of said action,
payers in Precinct Number 29 of the
Ux
all
and
of San Miguel, that I 111 be
sale,
County
this
of
I'd the cos
In my office, 605 Lincoln avenue, beassess
and
levied
ee duly
tween the hours of 8 a. m. and 5 p. m.
Bald property.
Mrm3m,.
until the 30th day of April, 1911. to
Special Master. receive returns of all taxable property. Those failing to do iso within the
specified t'me will be assessed by me
Chamberlain's
according to Section 4035 of the com"Our vvr cries for
B.
T.
Mrs.
Piii ch
tls thebes piled laws of 1897, and a penalty of
market for 25 per cent will be Imposed on those
the
on
cough remedy and croup." For sale who fall to make returns,
coughs noids
JOHN H. YORK, Assessor
apr 30
by all druggists.

Zntne

OPTIC PUBLISHING CO

ikP,hloEAddlUontoLas

w

Morten

zn

i;

"

-

clSca.Ga.

An absolutely safe mod harmless

Restorer of

HeaJthy Digestion
Recommended by the medical profession ; prepared by Saiz de Carlos, a physician, surgeon and pharmaceutist of the
highest standing; in Europe.
Stomallx is not a mere stimulant or tent-- ,
porary aid, making the patient the victim
of a drug habit, but it MgTadualand benign
in its effects, restoring the exhausted, overtaxed or diseased digestive functions to
perfect health and capacity to perform
their work unaided.
Physicians who have used nootaer medicine than Stomalix where their patients
have suffered from chronic gastdtl, dyspepsia, gastralgia, anaemia, ulcer of the
stomach, dysentery, and other stomach
troubles, report that these diseases have
yielded to the remedy, In cases of thirty
years' standing.
5tomallx is the best and safest treatment
for the cure of diseases of the stomach and
intestines. It is invaluable to brain work-er- s.
it benefits the youthful and the acred.
it corrects the ailments of children, and is
absolutely harmless.

For Sale

by

all Druggists.

E. FOUGERA & CO.
Nw York.

Agents, V. S.

ll

-

Telephone Main 2
gontinuous flduciiisitifl
TS WHAT makes your name
familiar and
1 identifies it with your business. Continuous-never
turning your back to give the other
fellow a chance when you are not
looking.
q If you advertise occasionally, somebody
else
may share in the benefit of your expenditure
by chancing to be in when you are out.

6
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ORIGINALITY OF
1IIUUGI1T RARE

Balut-t'yr-

.

. An"
epigram on the affair
appeared in a London paper
WM widely
republished at the time:
In sounding
grat Washington's praise,
Oltzy's grief and his truth both

which

FORBES BELIEVES

V

a flood of great Thiers he let
fall,
Which were certainly meant for

THING

THAT

'

GREATEST

COME BACK

.

We need not always think less of
OUR OWN men
some great things which ENCOURAGED BY SHOWING MADE
"nAr OTHERS HAVE MID they because
say have been said before them.
IN RECENT BOUT WITH
OFTEN JUSTIFIABLE
It is better to repeat a beautiful
JOHNNY COULON
thought or an important truth than
to
the
1(Ut WW!k u
During
say something less important or
probable
Joust with
Harry Forberg'
wai a great many peraona have won- less beautiful Just because nobody
Cou- bantam
Johnny
champion
weight
has
considered it worth whllo to sv
dered that thoughts almost
as old as
lon at Kenosha, Wis.,, last week went
literature itself could be
far toward satisfying (the doubters
,0 refreshened by the manner of their
who
believed it Impossible for him to
SONSOFVERY
RICH
delivery
"come hack." While Coukm had the
and personality of the person utterbetter of the encounter, it must be reContinued from Page Three
ing them that they have taken on a
membered that Forbes labored under
dynamlo importance far beyond anythe handicap of having been out of
Some Reign as Clerks.
thing which mere originality would
service for nearly a year; that
active
Mortimer
L. Schiff is being trained
entitle them to.
Is, as far as meeting high class men
to
assume
the
of
his
Ab a matter of fact,
responsibilities
originality of
was concerned. His bouts during the
thought Is one of the rarest things father, Jacob Schiff, one of the big last twelve months were few in numgest
money
in
Street.
Wall
powers
In the world. The
saying that there
and with the exceptions of Joe
is nothing new under the sun ap- He began work as a clerk at $8 per ber,
Coster
and Earl Denning, the men
week
in
office
the
of
Loeb
and
Kuhn,
plies with peculiar force to the menhe defeated were not of the better
and
conhard
company,
and
work
by
tal processes of mankind. General
into the
Ideas are In the main instinctive, stant application to business won his grade. Prior to his
had
for
about
four
been
idle
as
he
a
position
ring
member
of
firm.
the
and few are the sayings which have
years. That he should be able to reKingdon Gould, the
Into
the
passed
history of , written to the Gould
millions, learned the gain his speed and stamina to such
things that have not been said over
practical side of mining in Colorado. an extent as to make the daddy 01
and over again.
Concrete ideas change, systems of j Edwin, another of the sons of the the little fellows hustle hard to win,
late Jay Gould, is president of the was in itself a victory Forbes bephilosophy are modified by new dis- St. Louis
and Southwestern railroad, lieves that he has struck into his
coveries of science, and the world
and through his energy and skill has stride again, and will be ready to take
moves and improves itself. Yet the
made a paying business of the pro- on any of the
of his
things that men say now are very
He is also president of the class
perty.
at
notice.
short
It is
much the same that men have al
Western Coal and Mining company, Coulon's system ot
frefighting
said.
ways
and has Interests in the Utah Fuel quently that keeps him in such perIllustrations of this fact may be
company. He has a reputation of fect trim, added to the fact that his
gathered from the literature of every
always attending
closely to busi- training Is conducted on strictly
A recent writer in an ness
language.
and his advice and
scientific lines. Like Abe Attel he
eastern publication, for example is
frequently sought.
believes In constant ring appearances
traced the indebtedness of Rudyard
Watson Webb, son of Dr. Seward
Kipling in his ".Recessional" to the Webb, was graduated from college as the greatest aid in the world topoets and the insplrers of poets of about live years ago. After his grad ward preserving his fitness for the
If
game of
In Its use of Scriptural uation
long ago.
he took up work in the office Forbes can
saw
he
only keep busy during the
the influence
the of the assistant
phrase
of
the
superintendent
next few months he ought to round
Bible; he caught an echo of Dr. Northwestern railroad.
into fine form. He is as good now
Watt's "O God, Our Help in Ages
A Director Who Directs
physically as earnest, training can
Past:" he saw Kipling glancing at
Allan A. Ryan and Clendenin J. make
him, but what he needs is plenty
Emerson and Lowell.
sons of Thomas F. Ryan, are of the
real thing in scrapping to put
Yet all this, if true, is no great Ryan,
themselves to take up their an
on him. No matter how clever
discredit to Kipling. The greatest fitting
edge
father's work. In 1905 the two form- a boxer
may be, If he gets out of
poets have ever been the greatest as- - ed the firm
&
A.
of
Allan
Ryan
the running for a long period of time,
similators.
If we cannot trace in
Brother. In a recent sketch of Allan
it takes something more than the gymHomer allusions to earlier writers, It A.
appears this description of
nasium grind and daily sparring to
is because the
maw of him:Ryan
his eye and enable him to
time has swallowed up their works.
sharpen
"Many sons of rich men, said the
distance properly The genuine
The
of writer of the article,
judge
golden
commonplaces
their
"permit
thought are transmitted in a sort of names to be used on boards of di mixing in the ring, where every punch
bardic succession from one generation rectors, and about the only work must be made to count, and the faculto another, and the great poet Is not they do is to draw the gold piece ties are awake to take advantage of
necessarily the one who thinks a which is given as a fee for attend each possible opening, Is the crucial
new thought, but he who gives to ing meetings. Not so with Mr. Ryan. test for the gloved athlete and the
age-ol- d
tancy the stamp ot his own He is a director who directs. It Is oftener he can go through it, without
time." '
characteristic of his attitude that he overdoing the thing, the better equip
It is an easy, matter, if one have is a member of the executive commit- ped be Is to hold his own.
the leisure and the inclintion to pick tee of nearly every corporation in
Earl Denning wants another match
out some conceit and trace out its which he is a director, and the list
parallels. Blind love, for instance, includes the Continental Rubber com with Forbes, and Frankie Conley is
inhas been worked over and over by
pany and the great Bethlehem Steel bargaining with Coulon for a chance
the
much
numerable authors in very
company. He is a trustee of the to redeem himself for the very thorsame way. Even Shakespeare, who, American Surety company and of the ough Jicking he received from Johnny
If you believe the schoolboy, never Fifth Avenue Trust company, and a at New Orleans not long ago Conley
twice. dirctor of the National Bank of Com says he will bet $2,000 on the side
repeats, has the same thought
are
Dream"
match with Coulon, and
Night's
"Midsummer
merce, where he sits in conference for a
In
with the money rulers- Young Ryan the latter's father and manager
the lines:
Love looks not iwth the eyes, but presents as fine an example as you "Pop" Coulon is willing to make the
with the mind;
can find of the son of a rich man side bet $5,000, if Conley will go that
paintCupids
Is
winged
who has succeeded. Where he might high. One would think that Conley
And therefor
ed blind- have leisure and ease, he is a tire- had had enough of trying to pull himVenice"
of
Merchant
"The
And in
less worker. Like his father, he is self down near the bantam notch,
oto these
tall and rangy, with, tremendous ca considering the trimming Coulon gave
cannot
lovers
and
But. love is blind,
pacity for labor. Wall Street points him; but he still insists that he can
see
to him and says approvingly: "He do one hundred and sixteen pounds
The pretty follies that themselves will establish a new mark for the three and a half hours before fightcommit
Ryan name.
ing and would box Coulon again on
Since his graduation from Yale, nve that basis. Tom McCarey, the Los
Another example In this thought
has
from Dante's "Inferno:"
years ago, Stuyvesant Fish, Jr.,
Angeles promoter, may make an offer
been preparing to follow the lead of for Coulon and Conley. The latter
There is no greater grief
in his father. He began his railroad ap
Than remembering happy days
and
of ia a strong favorlt on the Coast
prenticeship in the Chicago offices
card
with
a
would
be
good
drawing
Th same conceit is paraphrased the Illinois Central as a clerk at $60
the champion. Denning showed up in
Tennvson:
month.
fine form at Dayton, O., last Wednessorrow is
Aueust Belmont, Jr., started in to
But a sorrows crown of
when he boxed Danny Dunn of
learn the banking business, beginning day
remembering happy days
York.
Earl cut his man into
New
of
knew
house
who
the
in
probably
banking
as a clerk
And Chaucer,
seconds acknowDunn's
and
ribbons,
as not i his father.
his Dante well, as likely
man in the
their
for
defeat,
ledged
soiem,
proprlated the Florentines
In fact, all of the
eleventh round.
G. A. R.
wrote:
HUETTS
MASSAC
he
when
reflection
Boston April 5. With Commander- western bantams are doing good work
For of fortune's sharpe adversite,
isthis
his
these days, which Is more than can
staff
and
infortune
of
E.
Gilman
kind
worst
John
The
in
of
be said for the representatives of that
proplte
mn that has been
as guests of honor, the Department
Is
it
passed
class in the east.
when
tne
Re
of
Grand
remember
Army
And it
Massachuetts,
en
forty-fift- h
annual
its
trrt T.vtton ("Owen Meredith")
of the public, began
Frank Klaus, the husky Pittsburg
was a notorious apprdpriator
campment today in Faneuil Hall. Deapt
every
C. middleweight, added another victory
Nearly
others.
Granville
of
Commander
thoughts
partment
a
line, every pretty senti Fiske called the gathering to order to his credit last week by stopping
m
incident
ment, and every unusual
at 10 o'clock this morning and the "Montana Jack" Sullivan in three
, w hooks has been traced to greater part 'of the day was devoted rounds before the Fairmount Athletic
or
some original either in English
to the annual reports and other busi- Club of New York. There is no dislu
.
Lucne,
utoratnre.
of a routine nature. The Wo- puting: Klaus's claim to be considered
Ior!1B"
- hrfaced bit of Plag ness
Rel'ef Corps and other auxiliary an important factor in the race for
man's
stance, wo
,
first cart of that novel
In his class. He
organizations are also in annual sc? championship honors
sion. The proceedings will continue is an exceedingly dangerous perforSand's
fight- mer one of those
ana- over tomorrow.
ff George,an. wJionlM
- English
r
WD
UWV
ly
vtZ.tole Dlots, incidents
RnTideaTfrom hi3 forerunners. MoPlots,
-- t only
sceu
whole
of
.v. jt.incnes
Z.
ies. and openly acknowi
con
he had no literary
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There is Only One

Bfmo
That is

Quinine"
Laxative Bremo Quinine
USED THE WORLD OVER TO CURE A COLD

Always remember the full name. Look
or this signature on every box. 25c.
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BASEBALL

schedule the Providence team will
jump Jrom Providence to Toronto, a
distance of 698 miles, three times
during the coming season.
"Tuck" Turner of the Cleveland
team says that he would quit the
game if he were fixed financially to
live In comfort. "Tuck" has been
troubled with a lame arm for several seasons.
If Pitcher Jess Baker can keep his
"fog ball" traveling this season, as
It Is breaking at the present time,
the White
Sox
will be there, or
knocking at the door, when the pennants are handed out.
Manager Jimmy McAleer of the
Washington team, says he has the
greatest bunch of catchers in the
world. , After you take a slant at
"Gabby" Street, Eddie AInsmith and
John Henry you will understand why
Jim Is (so chesty.

NOTES

The Cubs haven't started any forest
fires by their playing so far this
spring.
It Is said the Brooklyn club has
sold 22 players to minor league clubs
for $28,300.
will
Roy Thomas, the
captain and play for the Independent
team at Cape May, N. J., this season.
The Memphis team Is playing
c'assy ball this spring and putting
the bee on the major leaguers as easy
as that.
Harold Janvrin's Boston high school
friends will present him with a gold
watch, when the Red Sox play Harvard.
Bender, Coombs, Plunk, Morgan,
Russell and Collamore
have been
picked by Connie Mack to compose
the pitching staff of the Athletics.
Mike
onlin, the former Giant, is
coming back. Mike plans to run a
team in Brooklyn
after the close of his theatrical engagements
Billy Bannon, who has recently
been appointed an umpire in the
Eastern League, is a brother of three
well known ball players, Tom, George
and Jim.
The Highlanders, under the direction of Manager Hal Chase, have been
playing good ball and look to be fit
for the grand opening game with the
Athletics.
According to the Eastern League

WITH THE FiGHTERS

Jimmy Gardner has accepted terms
to box Harry Lewis In London, and
will sail for England this week.
Hugo Kelly will not be able to engage in a fight for several weeks,
being confined to his bed with a bad
attack of the grippe.
Packey McFarland will have to
make a side wager of $10,000 if he
wants to meet Champion Ad Wolgast.
Jimmy Clabby broke his right arm
in a bout in London recently, and
will be out of the game for several
months.

ers who hit from any angle with
terrific force, and is least to be trust
ed when apparently beaten. ' Ketchel
was much on the same order. No
one knew when Stanley waa likely to
whip over the punch that ended all
proceedings, often at a moment when
he seemed to be at his worst. Klaus
can stand a power of mauling, weather
the storm and ' come back to all
appearances as strong as when he
started. He is more of a fighter than
boxer, but possesses a sort of clever
ness that is hot to be denied. Hls
next opponent will be Jimmy Gardner,
whom he meets at Pittsburg for six
rounds nex Tuesday night. Last year
decision to
Gardner lost a
Klaus In Boston, but was decidedly
off color at the time In point of condition. Jimmy is said to be in good
shape at present, and if so, ought to
give Klaus a hard argument.

to Matt Wells at the National Sporting Club of London. How good Welsh
ia at the present time we have no way
of knowing. From all reports he did
not fight up to his usual form when
he was beaten by Wells, but it Is
hinted that he underestimated his opponent on that occasion, and was not
as fit as he might have been. Certainly Freddy was staggered both physically and mentally by the result of that
battle. Moore is a tough young fellow, not as clever as the Englishman,
but possessing a fund of dogged
energy that keeps him forcing the
pace all the time. Pal is rather uncertain in his fighting quality. He
fights in rattling good style one night,
and slumps lamentably the next If
he is in the right mood and condition
he will keep Welsh hopping around
merrily to escape bis rapid attack, although If the English representative
has not retrograded a whole lot, the
dope would indicate him as a probable winner.

GREATEST OF ALL

BLOOD PURIFIERS
Any system that needs a tonic needs also a blood purifier, for it is
the weakened and impure condition of the circulation that is responsible
n
state of health.
for the
We have only to recognize the
importance of pure, rich Wood in preserving health, to realize the danger
of a weakened or impure circulation. The great majority of persons
are rapidly coming to understand the importance of preventing disease;
they know that a poorly nourished system cannot resist germs and
microbes, and that a tonic which purifies and enriches the blood will
fren ward off a serious spell of illness later on.
That Spring is the, most trying season on the health is a fact well
known to every one. It is the time of year when our constitutions are
required to stand the greatest strain, and unless the system receives
the proper amount of blood nutriment the health is bound to be affected.
The general bodily weakness, tired, worn-ofeeling, fickle appetite,
poor digestion, etc., come directly as a result of weak, watery blood.
If you need a tonic, you need a medicine that has real blood purifying properties. A great many so called tonics are mere nerve stimulants, often producing instantaneous exhilarating effect, but acting
with decided injury on the system.
If your system is weak and rundown you can only tone it up by supplying an increased amount of
blood nutriment, and this can come only through pure, rich blood.
Any tonic which does not purify the blood is dangerous, because it leaves
M impurities in the circulation to constantly prey upon the health.
S. S. S. Is the greatest of all tonics because it is the
greatest of all
blood purifiers ; and it is the one medicine you can
rely on to supply
me system wun me oesi ionic
effects and at the same time thorFEELS BETTER IN EVERY WAY
The
oughly purify the. blood.
S. S. S. is a good medicine.
use of S. S. S. at this time may
I keep
save you from a long spell of it in the house all the while. It is an
excellent tonic to give strength to the
sickness, and it will certainly preand tone to all the physical
for
the
of
strain
the long system
pare you
members.
It gives appetite and
hot Summer. Many people have energy and makes one feel better in
every way. I have found it also an
put off using a tonic until the sysblood purifier. For months
tem became so weakened it could excellent
I was troubled with an
skin
not resist disease, and have paid eruption on the face, anditching
tried many
for the neglect later on with a specialists and many remedies to get
spell of fever, malaria, or some a care, but S. S. S. is the only medicine
seemed to relieve. I am now free
other debilitating sickness. S.S.S. that
of this eruption. I think a gTeat deal
is Nature's ideal tonic and blood of your medicine,
believing it to be
purifier. It does not contain a the best blood purifier and tonic known
world
to
the
today.
particle of mineral in any form,
MRS. PRANK HORMER.
nor does it contain any of the
1330 East Seventh St, Canton, O,
deleterious nerve stimulants that
are used in so many medicines
called tonics. S.S. S. tones up the stomach and digestion, rids one of
he tired, worji-ofeeling, improves the appetite and digestion, and in
every way contributes to the upbuilding and strengthening of the
entire system. S. S. S. is absolutely safe For persons of any age, and
all who are in need of a tonic will find this medicine exactly suited to
their needs- - ,
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA GA.
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chamFreddy Welsh,
a
of
billed
Is
for
England,
pion
bout with Pal Moore of Phila
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
delphia before a Gotham club to
morrow n'ght. Til is will be Welsh's PAZO OINTMENT la guaranteed
first appearance In the ring since he
any case of Itching, Blind, Blee'
gave himself and the sporting world Ing or Protruding Piles In 6 to l
0e.
a distinct surprise by losing his title days or monef refundd.
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Colts Revolvers

Fresh Today

Vigor

AND

Spirit
Snap

Winchester Rifles'

FROM WILTON JUNCTION, IOWA

Neufchatel Style Cheese

Fromage De Camembert Style
Cheese, Circle; X Brand
Lunch Cheese

LUDWIG Wfl.

PHONE MAIN 379

AX

Old Crow sold over
EuffeC
,

fnone main

193 ur

man iy

j"J

the bar at Long's

E. Marcotte Is confined to his home

by illness.
get the best at Nolette's
barber shop.

s(St0fJ)iiii)

Always

CALL ON US
FOR YOU SEE WE HAVE- -

Lunch every morning at

10

l

LFELD

i

o'clock

.

"heimer Stein & Co's clothes for young
mn. Obtainable only at Greenberger's.
This department is now full to over;
,, . flowing with new, snappy
m I patterns.
(up-to-da-

yr

p

at Long's Buffet.

Tonight the regular annual inspecWanted at the White Kitchen, a tion of Company H of the New Mexico National Guard will be conducted
first class baker.
by Captain W. S. Barlow of the
Wanted Cook for small family. United States army. The inspection
will take place in the armory. AdjuAddress E., Optic.
tant General A S. Brookes, in co
of the military forces of the terMrs. Davis, ladles' tailored and fan
cy gowns. '1017 Tiiaen.
reiepnone ritory, will be present at the inspec4
' tion. General Brookes was here a
Main 357.
short time ago and conducted a pre
Be sure and visit Talchert's remov liminary inspection of the company.
al sale. Prices very low just like giv
A company of raw recruits for the
ing things away at Talchert's.
United States army passede through
Have your cleaning done early to Las Vegas today on Santa Fe train
'
avoid the rush, for Easter will soon No. 1. The soldiers are on the way
to
an army, post in Arizona. They
Parisian Cleaners, Phone
be here.
were in charge of a captain, who put
Main 35.
them through some drills on the
Attorney A. T. Rogers, jr. and wife streets here between trains. The drills
have rented the Carpenter residence were in the form of physical culture
on Fifth street and will remove into exercises and were amusing to those
who witnessed them, the soldiers
it tomorrow.
looking like a bunch of human
The ibody of the late P. C. Carpen
ter, accompanied by the widow will
Miss Elizabeth
McCrickett, who
be sent to Monrovia, Calif., thiB
was a member of the faculty of the
evening on No. 9.
Normal University several years ago,
has been 'elected a teacher in Ypsi-lant- l
The Ladies' Aid Society of the First
College, Ypsllanti, Mich. Miss'
tomorrow
meet
Christian church will
McCrickett has many friends here
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock with Mrs. who will be
glad to learn of her adJ. C. Rex, 1018 Fourth street.
vancement.

In Clothes for Younz Hen

;
Conf ioence, Poise and Grace in a
.young man are first inspired by dis
tinctive, individual dress. This individuality is obtained best through wear- ing Hart, Shaffner & Marx and Eder- -

.

The wind today converted one of
the windows in the office of John
Joerns, clerk of the Fourth Judicial
district, into a pipe organ. The rack
et was almost intolerable, as It sound
ed like forty bagpipes each out of
tune if it is possible for a bagpipe
ever to be in tune nd each playing
a different pfebroch. Recently an appliance was put on the windows to
keep the wind from coming In. The
man who sold it failed to mention the
musical qualities possessed by the appliance, although It made good his
assertion it would keep out the dust.

LOCAL NEWS

THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY

I

te

Get Busy Easter is Only
One Week Away

Greenberger

-

Choice Colorado Spring Wheat
Choice Durham Seed Wheat
Choice Ghurson White Oats
Choice Millet Seed

.

FREE!

FREE!

.

We give absolutely free one
NEW STYLE ASBESTOS
BREAD TOASTER with each
sack of our PRIDE FLOUR

Las Vegas Roller Mills
Phone Main 131

ESTABLISHED 187 6

-

The

'

First National Bank
OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier

g

HIGH INSANE RATE
New York, April 5. One out of

Armour's Simon

Leaf

DRY CLEANING
Requires a skillful process To take a garrnent
and clean it. without shrinking or spoiling the shape
requires experience. We have been in the business
for a number of years and have the experience.

The Kareful Klothing Kleaning Ko.
614 Lincoln Avenue

Lard
other quite so good It
will make your pies, biscuits etc.
No

flaky light and digestible.
Use it instead

of

butter.

Does not cook so dry.

Try it
t

next time.
OOOOOOOOOOOO

If You Want
GROCERIES,

the Best 1.1 STEARNS.

BAKERY GOODS, MEATS,

POULTRY
GROCER.

ev-

ery 275 persons In New York city is
Insane, according to Dr- Alberet W.
Ferris, president of the state lunacy
a
commission, who is delivering
course of lectures before the New
York School of Philanthropy.
The
state hospitals for the Insane now
house 32,000 patients, the lecturer
institutions
continued, and private
care for 11,000 more. New cases ad
mitted to the state asylums average
about 150 a week. The cost of caring
for an insane patient is approximately
$200 a year.
-

Pure

General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestio and Foreign Exchange.
A

Phone Vegas 450

to take care of Residents of Sixth street are comany and all kinds of cleaning and plaining because of the presence of a
pressing. Prompt delivery. Satisfac large number of loose cobble stones
tion guaranteed. Phone Main 35.
in the street These make autovrid-inor driving unpleasant. They
The hoard of county commissioners suggest the street department should
adjourned yesterday after having paid remove the stones.
outstanding bills and transacted other
$4.00 shoes for $2.85; $2.50 shoes
business. No further action regard
ing bridge construction was taken. for $1.65. Hats worth $3.50 for 98c.
This likely will be disposed of at en See our regular ad. Talchert's.
early session.
Wo are prepared

THERE'S A REASON I MEAN .
For Sate Vacation ranch three and
a half miles north of Las Vegas, on
the Mora road, 160 acres, a snap. 53
acres under cultivation, fenced with
new cedar posts and four white wires;
good buildings, fine well of soft water, running water through ranch. If
you are not blind, better look the
place over with owner, or phone Olive
5011.

If the place is sold, will also sell a
lot of farming implements cheap.
Horses and wagon, and a fine Jersey
cow. '
ELI CALDWELL.

NOTHING

BETTER TO

BE.HAD-jW-

E

HAVE THE BEST OF EVERYTHING

They Look Good

ALWAYS
EATABLE

They Taste Good

They are Good

25c

Many things at just half price Come and take a look and see
what a quarter will buy.

J

C.

JOHNSEN

&

SON

UCTN9E0 AGENTS fO

We'll Wash
Your Clothes
Much Cleaner
The principal reason why you
should send your washing to
us, instead of to a washerwoman or doing it yourself at
home, Is that we'll wash your
clothes much cleaner.
We wash your clothes in eight
complete changes of water.
These waters range in temperature from cold to boiling hot.
We use plenty of good, pure
soap, and we get the clothes
white, sweet and clean.
Our service includes Rough
Dry Wash and Washing and

IEIICMICT5SI

Pure Ice Manufactured
From Distilled Water
CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Phone MeJii'227,

Goal

Wood

SCREENED
Anthracite Coal, all sizes.

D.

Prices on
Ironing complete.
each service are reasonable.

Foot of Main Sti

V

'

LUMP

s.SSS

Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

CONDON
Phone Main 2 1

Las Vegas Steam Laundry
Phone Main 81.

--

Retail Prices:

lbs., or more, each delivery, 20c per 100 lbs.
1,000 Ibi., to 2,000 lbs., each delivery, 25c per 110
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery, 30c per 100
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., each delivery 40c per 100
Less than 50 lbs., each delivery, 50c per 100

2,000

Safe Medicine for Children
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
is a safe and, effective medicine for
children as it does not contain opiates
or narmrui drugs. The genluen Fol
ey's Honey and Tar Compound is in
a yellow package. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Co.
Foley Kidney Pills contain in concentrated form Ingredients of estab
lished therapeutic value for the relief
and cure of all kidney and bladder
ailments. Foley Kidney Pills are antiseptic, tonic and restorative. Re
fuse substitutes. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Co.
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.

Good Bread

is a Luxury
When

HALL'S JAPAN HONEYSUCKLE

462,

Ranch Phone

276.;

--

IV

A

lbs.

lbs.

AGUA PURA COPJ3PANY

aid
781

is our watchword."

GREA T REMOVAL SALE
It p, cheaper for us to sell the present stock
at sacrifice than to move it. As we will start

make CREAM, WHOLE

in with a new line of goods. This space, is lim
ited therefore we can not, quote prices. Come
and see us

and HOME

WHEAT,

RYE

MADE.

Fresh every day.

$12380'pliits at 06.03
$18.50 Suits at $11.95

$20, $22b Suits $13.95

Perry Onion ;..&JSon.
'
T

lbs.

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the purity
have made Las Vegas famous. 'Office
lasting qualities
'
Douglas Avenue.

Try it at

The best of the Honeysuckles Fine
strong 2 year old plants
3 FOR $1.00
35c EACH

lbs.

you buy it you

want the best. "Cleanliness

We

Store Phone Main

Any Article in the Large Assortment
in Our Show Windows

Tony Faust draught beer is on tap
at the Opera Bar, and is one of the
finest draught beers served over any
bar in the city.

FISH, ETC., BUY THEM OF THE

Graaf & Hayward Co. Store

Big Sale of Granite and Tinware

V.

BOUCHER'S

Mt TAICHERT'S

i

I

i (The Coffee Man.)
itKWMAM

WIL.C

BUFFALO.

M.

CO.
V.

!

Next to

Wells-Farg- o

Express Co.

